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VIII NTRODUCT  o  N INTRODUCTION 
usually resulted in the commission  of new pieces  by  Polish composers and  in  invitations  to 
prestigious  contemporary music events in Germany. In the lale 1950s  the names of Poles  thus 
began to appear in the programs of the Summer Courses for New  Music in Darmstadt and of the 
famous "Musiktage  fur  zeitgenossische  Tonlmst" in  Donaueschingen  ("Donaueschinger 
Mu  iktage").  On those occasions, the German media broadcast interviews with Polish composers 
along with recordings of their works. Yet the international career of Polish music did not stop in 
Germany.  From  1959 onward,  compositions by Poles  w ere awarded prizes almost yearly by the 
International Tribune of Composers UNESCO in Paris. 
It  was in those "boom" days of contemporary Polish music  when the concepl of a "Polish school" 
entered the vocabulary of W estern (mainly German) reviewers. Though often and readily used, the 
term was never clearly defined by its inventors, and it remains rather enigmatic even today.  The 
mall1 problems were these: Never clearly stated was what musical properties determined the uniquely 
"Polish character" of music  (as  opposed to other contemporary music).  Also never defined was 
what traits of the music produced by composers classified among the "Polish school" caused those 
composers to be perceived as a homogenous artistic group rather than as individual personalities. 
Such lack of definition gave rise, in  following decades  Lo a suspicion thaL  what the Polish composers 
had in com  mon was merely  their (al mosL) si  m  u  I  L aneous appearance on  the sLage of internalional 
musical life. 
Composers such  as Witold lutoslawski, Tadeusz Baird,  Kazimierz Serocki,  and Krzysztof Penderecki were 
perceived as  0  group right  from  the  beginning.  This  perception was  in  part due to  historical and cultural-
political preconditions, which remain  to  be investigated.  In  1956 Poland, which until  then  had been cut off 
from world-recognition, came to the fore suddenly ond unexpectedly, with evidence of its rich intellectual life, 
of which one had had  no  inkling  before that  point in  time.  In  the  wake of this  sudden  oppearance, even 
areas of diversity may have taken  on  the appearonce of belonging together.  (Gojovvy  1975:  618) 
Y et the sense of a general unifying characL eristic of Polish musical ouLpuL was L oo sLrong Lo  be 
dismissed in  this way.  The unifying fealures of this music were soughL  chiefly on  the aesl.hetic 
plane, in its slrong,  ardenL  expression and  the dynamism of iLs formal processes. Bolh of lhese 
qualities were equally strange  to  the experimental "ascelicism" ofWeslern  music in  the 1950' 
and  hence  were  all  the  more noticeal)le in  the music coming from  Poland. As  a di 'tinguisbed 
Polish criLic of the time, Marian Wallek-vValewski, puL il: "Be Llveen the Polish  chool in il.s emolional 
version and  the tendencies o[ many foreign Lrends there was a gulf of expre sivity .... or course, 
[in Poland]  one did  nol.  negaL e the syntax, iLs necessiLy,  but  iL  became noL  the predominating 
element of the young music"  (Wallek-Walew ski  1987:  39).  Il would, however, be a much more 
clillicult ta 'k to  indicaL e any definite set of prop  rlies constituting the LouchsLone of the "Polish 
school" in  Lerms of style. True, one somelimes listed such properLies as "Lhe expanded orchesLral 
sOLmd ...  , a technical brilliance in sOLmd color and dynamic gradations, crealions  o [] a\~ sh  resources, 
with  absoluLely no holds barred" (Gojowy 1975: 618). Y el. it was plain  Lhat, IviLh respect L o style 
and  composiLional L echniques,  Polish  composers had  highly differenLiaLed and  disLinctive 
personali ties. This individuali 'm  was parlicularly sLressed by the Polish review ers and musicologisls, 
who were raLher skeplical ofLhe label of a "Pol  ish school". For instance, Tadeusz Kaczynski w roLe 
in  1968: 
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the individuality of single members of the 'group' (the word 'group' can only be used here in quotation marksl 
asserted itself from  the very beginning. From the beginning, each composer followed his own special path (to 
speak here,  of course,  only of those who stood at the  peak of their profession),  without being hindered by 
others,  and without hindering those who took other paths.  (Koczynski  1968: 7-8) INTRODUCTION 
Particularity of the  present approach 
This last point separates Chiru'ucci's projec t. not only from the three theoretical attempts discussed 
earlier, but also from  the one presented in tllis book. It must be emphatically ·tres  ed that the 
sonol'istic system  discussed in  the fo llowing chapters i  claimed to  constitute not a universal 
method of rulalysis, bu t rather the compositional method by means of which Penderecki consciously 
haped his son oris tic pieces. Of course, the reconstruction of that method also furnishe  one with 
analytical tools. Yet those tools are propel' exclusively for investigating the  poietics ol'Penderecki's 
sonoristic pieces,  in the sen 'e all.ached to this concept by Jean-Jacques  Nattiez  (1990). These 
tools do  not preserve their  validity in  application  either to  the remaining output  by  the  ame 
composer nor  to  any other musical styles.  Consequently, the present approach continues in  the 
direction of the earlier theoretical approaches by Zielillski, Droba, and Bi  lica. 
Also preserved is the central position of contrasts, which really lie at the basis of Penderecki's 
sonorism, though here taldng the strictly logical shape of binary oppositions. Even  so,  the scope 
of the investigation  below consideral}ly surpasses  that of the attempts made by the three Polish 
authors (discussed above) to discover and describe the technical rules ofPenderecki'  sonorism. 
That those attempts failed to change  the common view on  that style was chieD y because of their 
incompleteness. Those studies were carried out only  in short articles that indicated some individual 
trails of Penderecki's compositional thin ldng in chosen aspects of works, without linldng them 
together into a coherent system, one which would  be able to  account  for  the whole richness of 
ound phenomena in Penderecki's music of the early 1960s. Nor w ere they supported by analyses 
of any significant number of pieces. In fact, all  of those studies are to be treated much  more as 
theoretical proposals or intuitions demanding further elaboration, rather than complete theories 
properly speaking. 
By contrast, the present  book aims  to reveal that the  t.echnique in question is not  a loose 
assembly of compositional devices, occurring here and  there, and  organizing illdividual parts or 
sections ofa few works. Rather, it wiJl be shown that Penderecki's compositional method constitutes 
a rigorous system of interrelated rules  that display  high logical precision  and rigidi ty,  and  that 
govern thoroughly the entirety of the composer's sonoristic output. ParI. One describes that system 
as an atemporal, synchronic set of abstract ulVru'iants comparallie to "language" (langue), in the 
terminology of the great Swiss linguist and semiologist, FerclinaJ1C1 de Saussure. '[ 'he overall system 
consi ,ts of two component subsystems of relative independence: basic system and timbre system. 
The generative grammars of these  two  subsystems are presented, respectively,  in Chapters 5.1 
and 5.2, w hich conlaul a discussion of their elementru'Y  structures, morphology, and sYl1ta;x. Chapter 
6 investigates the articulation of  il1di\~dua l  categories by means of the orchestral resources used 
by Penderecki in his sonoristic pieces. 
Part Two is devoted to  the way in  which concrete pieces- commensurate with  the Saussurean 
level of "speech  " f(pamle}-as utterances (or musical texts) ofPenderecki's , ono1'ism are generated 
by the system. There, lhe analyses of sonoristic works by  Krzyszto[ Penderecki follow lhe pre\riously 
defined categories as relevant and  constitutive for  this style (Chapler 8); in so doing, and unlike 
hitherto existing analyses,  they have not merely a descriptive, but also an explanatory character. 
Comparison between states of the system in individual pieces will, in turn, allow one to invesligate 
its evolution and trace back its origins in Chapter to, which in Saussure's terminology constitutes 
the equivalent of a diachronic survey (as opposed to the synchronic investigation in Part One). 
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correlates of pitch, loudnes  ,and subJeclive d  uration.2 This task  \\~ II  be accomplished by means of 
mathematical set theory,  more precisely the theory of so called "  fuzzy sets". '['0  do so, however, is 
not to claim that in elaborating his compo  itional method Penderecki had recourse to mathemalics. 
Rather, it seems that he took for granted the natural logical properties of individual categories. 
Instead, the claim here is only that the description of those properties, which is indispen able in 
the attempt  to  reconstruct his system theoretically,  can  be made most adequately by means of 
tho  e mathematical  tools. 
AB  will  be shown, the binary oppositions listed above tal(e  hape as either contradiction  or 
contrariety,  which in  turn makes  them again  similar to  binary oppositions between lingui ·tic 
distinctive features. 'rherefore, prior to  their definitions, a short discussion of those  two t)1Jes of 
opposilion will be given. Indi,ridual categories will  then appear as particu  la  I' cases of a g:iven type 
of opposition, and sharing its general characteristics. 
Contradiction 
Contradiction  is an  opposition  between a sentence s and  it  negation ~ s : 
s  vs.  ~ s 
In  classical  two-valued logic,  contradictory sentences cannot be both  true or both  false. If the 
sentence s is true, its negation  ~ s must be false; if the sentence s is fal 'e, its negation  ~ must 
be true: 
v(s)=l  ¢=>v(~ s)=O 
Contracliction can thus be modelled as a relation between a set S and its complemen  t X\S in space 
X. HX is an  interval [y, z],  it can be represented graphically as ("ollows: 
s 
----------'-.~  y  z 
X 
X=[y,  z] 
Figure 2 
The logical value of sentence s can be interpreted as a "characteristic function" of set S. In other 
words, as a function  L(S):  X-7L of the set X inlo a set L={O,1}  such that for every element x 
belonging to S its characterislic function L(S)  (x) lakes value 1, and for every element x not belongillg 
to S its characteristic function L(S)(x) takes value O. 'rhe function L(S) skips between values 0 and 
1, which means that one can accurately  discern between elements of the set S and its non-elements. 
Set S and  its complement X \S are thus ordinary sets. 
~  As is known, every perceplual parameter as an allribule of sound sensalion is  contingenl on several acouslical 
paramelers. I~.g . ,  loudness is dependenl nol only on  inlensily bUl also on  frequency;  pilch depends  1.0 some 
exlenlon in l.ensily; and  in bOlh, duralion is also involved. However, lhose interdependencies do nol call inlo 
queslionlhe fundamenlal and essenlial link which exists belween frequency and pilch, inlensil.yand loudness, 
as  well as  ubjeclive and  physical  lime (see Spender 19S0: 397). 
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In the structural linguistics o[ Jakobson, contradiction is a type of opposition that characterizes 
the so-called inherent distinctive features: voiced  vs.  voiceless,  nasal vs.  oral, vocalic vs. non-
vocalic,  consonantal vs. non-consonantal, compact vs.  diffuse,  tense vs.  lax,  discontinuous vs. 
continuant, strident vs. mellow, checked vs. unchecked, grave vs.  acute,  flat vs.  plain, sharp vs. 
plain. The common property of this group offeatures is that they are absolute and do not demand 
contrast-i:e., the occurrence of opposite terms in adjacent phonemes- to be djscerned as such. 
The  recognition ond definition of an  inherent feature  is  based only on  the  choice between two alternatives 
admissible in the same position within 0  sequence. No comparison of the two polar terms co-occurring within 
one context is involved. Hence, both olternotives of on inherent feature co-exist in the code os two terms of an 
opposition, but do not require a contrasting  juxtaposition within one messoge.  Uakobson and Holle 1956: 
26) 
However, the absolute character of inherent features is only a theoretical idealization. Jalwbson 
acknowledges  that in  reality- and  because  of contextual variations- they  are  relational  and 
discernible only in mutual contrast (see Jakobson 1989,  1:  235). This is so because distinctive 
features are not physical acoustic categories, but perceptual ones; as such they are subject to  tbe 
rules  of human auditory perception.  One  of those  rules  is that the recognition of a difference 
between any values of a given acoustic parameter is possible only if tllis difference exceeds some 
liminal  value  (i.e., a value of so-caLled  "just noticeable difference";  henceforth abbreviated  as 
"j.n.d").  Subliminal differences are not perceived by the receiver, and hence sound  phenomena 
differing less than the j.  n.d are treated ill perception as identical.  In  turn, the liminal value as a 
rule cannot be precisely determined, because it is always an indi\~dual property varying from one 
listener to another mW, moreover, is conrutioned by several ci  rcu mstances of the act of auditory 
perception as well as by remailling sound parameters (see Spender 1980: 397-401). 
Applied  to  the relation  of contradiction  discussed above,  this rule memlS  that,  for  a sound 
phenomenon whose value x in  respect of a given acoustic pm'ameter is sufficiently close  to  the 
border value betweensets Sand A'\S, it nlight be impossible for the listener to decide unequivocally 
whether or not it belongs  to  set S. Consequently,  different decisions will  be made,  contingent 
upon difrerent circumstances or a given act of auditive perception. As  the classification of such a 
value x to set S is doubtful, set S is a so-called "[uzzy set",  ch aracter i ~ed by the property that ils 
elements are not unequivocally discernible fTom  non-elements. 
S 
y  x 
z 
X=[ y,  z] 
Figure 4 
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In  this w ay,  the concept of contradiction  be t ~ween properties  of auditive perception goes beyond 
classical logic, and in to  the area of so-cal lee!  fuzzy logic, as a case of broader field of multivalued 
logic (see Dubois and Prade 1980). As  can be seen in Figure 4 above,  the borderline between S 
and 1.'\S is turned into a zone whose elements are neither unequivocally included in  nor excluded 
from  S,  and for  which  the characteristic flmction  of set S tal<es  values between °  and  1.  More 
precisely, the f1lZzy set i  a function L(S): X-?L, where L is n6t a two-element set L= {a, 1} but 
an interval L=[O, 1].  L(S), changing between its liminal values °  and 1,  hows the probability 
with which elements of space X are recognized as belonging to set S: 
L(S) 
o 
y  z 
L=[O,l] 
Figure 5 
Values taken by function L(S) enable one to define the terms of every opposi tion based on  the 
relation of contradiction in f1lZzy logic. Such terms are modelled by intervals staked O llt in space 
X.  Among them, it is essential  to  discriminate between (1)  opposite terms formiJlg the propel' 
binary opposition and (2) mediative terms, with the mediation of an opposition understood as t.he 
situation of an equal presence or absence of opposite terms. 
Opposite terms: 
- positive  term  (+): an interval containing values x undoubtedly classified as elements of S,  i.e., 
for which L(S)(x) = 1; 
-negative term (-): an interval  containing val  lies x undoubtedly classified as non-elements of set 
S,  i.e.,·fo'nvhich L(S)(x) =0. 
Mediative terms: 
-simple atemporal mediative term, i.e., a border-zone term (*):  an interval containing elements 
doubtfll1  in  respect of  whether  Lhey  are elements or  DOD-elements  of set S,  i.e., for  which 
O<L(S)(x) < 1; 
- complex atemporai mediative term (±): an  interval forming the sum of both opposite terms, i.e., 
containing values x for which L(S)(x)=1 or L(S)(x) =0; 
- total atem poral med  iative term  (0): an in terval formi ng the su  m of both opposite terms and the 
border-zone term, i.e., containing values x for which O:S;L(S)(x):sJ. Such an interval is thus identical 
with  the total space X. 
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Clearly,  the three basic terms of every category based on  lhe model of contradiction in fuzzy 
logic are opposite terms and lhe border-zone term. Since they constitute components of space X 
and  exhaust its whole range,  all  of them will be called "simple terms". On the other hand, the 
complex mediative term and the total term arise as sums ofinclividual simple terms. It  is noteworthy 
that all the above-listed terms are represented by intervals which, like set S itself, are also fuzzy.3 
Still, mediation between opposite terms of a given category can proceed processually as change, 
leading  fTom one'term to the other. In contrast to the above-listed atemporal'terms, the processual 
ones involve Lime, and hence ,vill be called "temporal mediative terms". There are two of them: 
- simple temporal mediative term, i.e., transition  (~): a change of value x such that the values 
L(S)(x) change accordingly between 0 and 1; or vice versa: 
O=L(S )(xo)::;L(S )(x l)::;L(S )(~ )::; ... ::;L(S)(x,) = 1 
or 
:1  = L(S)  ( xo)~L(S ) (x )~L(S ) (~)~  ... ~L(S ) (x,) = 0 
If  the parameter represenled by xi· not temporal  the transition can be both continuous (Fig. 6a) 
or discontinuous (Fig. 6b). Otherwise, for temporal parameter x·there exists only a discontinuous 
variation  of the transition process: 
x  xnt ______  ~ 
J 
x~ 1 _  I 
Xo 
to 
-----II~ 
tn 
t 
o 
Figure 6a  Figure 6b 
- complex temporal  mediative term, i.e., interpenetration:  this occurs wben values x classified 
univocaLlyas elements of set S- i.e., representing a posilive lerm of a category (L(S)(x) = i)-and 
those classified as non-elemellts of set S-i.e., representing a negative term (L(S)(x) =O)-occur 
simultaneoLlsly but their ratio  changes  in  a given interval of time. As  the number of elements 
representing one ofthe terms increases, the  nu.~llber ofthose representing the other term decrease . 
All  of the above-mentioned terms ex:istin all categories ofPenderecki's basic system, grounded 
on the relation o[ contradiction in fuzzy logic and discussed below . For the sake of compactness, 
however, only the simple lerms of every given category wilJ be iJldicated, for to  lmow  them also 
means to  lmow  all  the other term · as  their  different  configurations. As will  be seen, in some 
calegories individ ual terms occu  r in d  i  [ferent versions. This fact does not deny affil iations of such 
categories  to  the above-discussed logical model; rather, in each case it brings sLlbarticulalions o[ 
this model which spring from  the specific character of individual categories. 
:1 It is an effect of so-cHJled "secondary fu zziness'·. If  those intervals were not fuzzy,  it would  be possible to 
delineHle precisely set S, which thus would constitue not a fu zzy but an ordinary set. 
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SPATIAL CONTINUITY VS.  SPATIAL DISCONTINUITY 
This is an opposition between individually discernible pitches and bands, i.e., between points and 
ections on  the perceptual axis of pitches. Two complementary definitions of this opposition on 
the acoustic level exist, such that spatially continuous phenomena must comply  wi th bOlh, wbereas 
spatially discontinuous ones may comply with either of them. 
(1) Perception of an individual pitch arises when the width (the result of the highest and lowest 
of simultaneously occurring frequency values) is  ufficiently small, that is, when the val  ue of that 
result does not exceed some liminal  value above wbich a sound  phenomenon is perceived as a 
band. The acoustical parameter x of the discus ed category is thus a resull of the highest and the 
lowest of simultaneous frequencie , and its space X constitutes an interval [0, z],  where z is a 
value of  ma.ximal  frequency  resul t po  sible within  a musical piece.'1 In  th is space,  spatial 
discontinuity  is modelled  by a fuzzy set constituting a neighbourhood  of point °  and  spatial 
continuity by a complement X\S: 
s 
o  z  x 
X= [O, z] 
Figure 7 
L(S) 
Figure 8 
(2) A given  sound  phenomenon  is  perceived  as  a band  and  its individual pitches  are  not 
discernible,  if its  densily (which is the result  of neighbouring and  simultaneously occurring 
frequencies) is close to zero, i.e., smaller than a Liminal val ue above which a perception of i  ndivid U '11 
'and  separate pitches arises. The second acou,  tical  parameter y of the category under discussion 
is thus a resul t of neighbou ring concurrent frequency values. Since the very notion of neighbouring 
values  assumes  thal  lhey  musl  be different;.  zero  llJU  l be excluded Ii'om  the spa 'e  Y of this 
parameter, which is thus an int.erval  (0, zl,.z being the maximal frequency re 'ult possible within 
a musical piece! In  this space,  lhe spatial  continuity is thus a properly of sound  phenomena 
who  e value y belongs  to a fuzzy set P as a neighbourhood of point 0. Values ofy belonging to its 
complemenL Y\P are vesL ed in  the spatially discontinuous sounds: 
I Value z is conlingenl upon  lhe ranges or Illusical 'ound generalors, which can vary in differenl pieces and, 
or course, on lhe range or audible frequencies, a range which is an  individual cilR rRclerisLic or every human 
being. Since  il is indelerminate,  lhe spRce X iLself constitules a ruzzy set. 
c 'See I  he previous nole. 
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0  z  y 
Y= (O,z) 
Figure 9 
1 
L(P) 
o ~--~  ____________________________  ~~ 
z 
Figure 10 
r l'erms: 
- positive term (+): L(S)  (x)  = 0 and L(P) (y)  = 1; 
- negaLive term (-): 
version  1: L(S)  (x) = 1 
version 2: L(P)(y)  =0. 
- border-zone term (n 
version 1: O<L(S)(x) < 1 
version 2: O<L(P)(y) < 1 
- L ransition  (-7): 
version  1:  0 = L(S)(xo ):5:L(S)(x,):5:L(S)(x,):5: ... :5:L(S)(x
n
) = 1 
or 1  =  L(S )(xo)~L(S ) (x ,)~L(S ) (X2)~'  .. ~L(S )(x)  = 0 
version 2:  0=L(P)(Yo):5:L(P)(y,):5:L(P)(Y2):5: ... :5:L(P)(y) = 1 
or 1  = L(P)(Yo)~L(P)6' ,)~L(P)(Y2)~  ... ~L(P)(y) = 0 
TEMPORAL CONTINUITY VS.  TEMPORAL DISCONTINUITY 
BASIC  SYSTEM 
Opposition between temporal continuity and temporal8iscontinuity is a relation beLween lasting 
sounds (sections) and momentary impulses (points) on the temporal ax.is in audiLive perception. 
As wiLh  the previously discussed opposition between conLinuity and discontil).ui.Ly in  the spaLial 
dimension of music, two  complemenLary definitions of contradicLory concepLs may be given for 
the acoustic level: 
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The acoustical parameter x of the opposition is thus a time-span between onsets of successive 
sounds. Since obviously any time-span value of successive sounds must be bigger than zero,  the 
space X  of the discussed category is an interval (O, z],  where z means the maximal time-span value 
possible between sounds withi none musical piece.'o  In this space, temporal immobility constitutes 
a property of those sequences of sound phenomena whose time-span takes values belonging to an  .-
unconnected fuzzy set S, consisting of neighbourhoods of zero  (S) and  of the maximal value z 
(S2)' Temporal mobility occurs when tbe time-span value belongs  to  the complement X\S: 
SI 
-M.;  ..  ::~ 
-~~  ....  "",--------------,-" , . ;~~ 
S 
X={O, z] 
S=S,uS2 
Figure.I7 
Figure 18 
Terms: 
- positive term (+): L{S)(x)  = 0; 
- negative term (-):  L{S)(x)';" l 
version 1: L(S,)(x) = 1 
version 2: L{S9)(X) = 1 
- border-zone tei-m ('T 0 <L{S)  < 1 
version 1: O<L{S){x) < 1 
version 2: 0 <L{Sq )(x) < 1; 
- transition  (~):  -
f 
version  1:  O = L{ S, )(xo):S;L{ S, )(x, ):S;L( S, ){~ ):s; ...  :S;L(S){x,) = 1 
or 1  = L{S )(xo)~L{S ){xy2:L(S ){~ )~  ...  ~L(S )(xn) =0 
version 2: 0 =  L{S2 )(XO):S;L{S2 )(X ):S;L{S2 )(~ ):S;' .. :S;L{S2)(X,) = 1 
or 1  = L{S2)  (x O)~L(S2 ) (x, )~L{S2 ) (~)~  ...  ~L{S2 ) (x,) = 0 
IIiSince  Lhis value i  indeL erminaL e, space X iL self  forms a fu zzy se L. 
x 
L(S) 
I~ 
Z 
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Contrariety 
Another tJ'Pe  of logical opposition is that of contrariely constituting a relalion of two  positive 
logical  senlences: 
Sl vs. S2 
wh ich.i  n classical two-val  ued logic meet a concl ilion  thal they cannot both be true,  though both 
can be false. This means that, if sentence Sl  is true,  lhen sentence S2  must be false. Conversely,  if 
sentence s2is true, sentence Sl must be false: 
V(SI) = 1=>V (S2) =0 
V(S2) = l=>v(s) =0 
As consisti.ng of two positive sen  tences, each of them possessing its negation, con  trariety is a more 
complicated type of opposition. It presupposes relations of contradiction ancl of implication. The 
111 u  I  uaJ connections between those logical relations are su  I lll11arized in the so caU ed "logical square": 
51  ~.-.-. - .-.- . - . -.~ S2 
j  j 
-52  -51 
..  _. ~  contrariety 
~  contradiction 
~  implication 
In terms of set theory,  contrary sentences  Sl  and  s~ can be interpreled as sets SI  and  S2'  which 
constitute neighbourhoods of the polar limits of an interval X= [y, z]: 
Figure 21 
SI  S2 
-----~----~~  y  z 
X 
SI U '{\S2 
SicX\SI 
Sln S2=0 
X\(SIUS2) 0 
muximally of 16 kHz, those values vary for in d i\~ duu lli s l e n e rs .  Moreover, the upper limit is age-dependent. 
Children can hear lanes  in  excess of j 6 kHz. bul  people over 60 years of age cannol normally hear tones 
above  10 kHz (  .. ee  Beament  1 980: 419). Therefore vaJues  of y and  z cannot be univocally fixed and  the 
interval X itsel  f is a fu zzy sci in I  he axi  .. of frequencie  .. The fu zzi  ness of interval X is aided by t.he facl lhat, 
in  mllsic,  it also depends on the rrulges of instrumenls. 
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Because both  sets are ordinary,  i.e., with  a clear distinction  between their elements and  non-
elements, their characteristicf lll1ctions L(SI) and L(S2): X~L  of set X into set L= {a, 1} alternate 
between values °  and  1: 
1 
L(S,) 
~  ~+I----------------------------------------~~  Y  Z 
L= {O,1} 
Figure 22 
1 
L(S2) 
~  ~~----------------------------~--------~I~~  Y  Z 
L={O,1} 
L(SI)(x)+ L(S2)(X) =0 or L(S)(x) + L(S2)(X )  = 1 
Figure 23 
In  phonological theory by Jacobson  and  Halle,  contrariety characterizes  binary oppositions 
between prosod ic features: high vs. low, strong vs. weak, long vs. short. However, when describing 
those oppositions, both authors sl1'ess  their relativenes,', which sometimes  causes  the absolute 
val  ue of parameters to differ strongly  for the same term. In that case, the same value may represen  t 
different opposita in different contexts, whereby recognition of those features requires them to be 
embodied in to two adjacent segments of speech as a contrast: 
Any prosodic feoture is based primarily on the controst between two variobles within the some time sequence: 
the  relalive voice'pitch, voice-loudness or duration of a given fraction is determined with respect to preceding 
and/or succeeding fractions .. .. Tone level, or tone modulation, stress degrees or its decrescendo (slosslon), 
are olways purely  relative ond highly variable in  their absolute  magnitudes from  speaker to  speaker, and 
even  from  one utterance to onother in  the  usage of the same speaker. Also the  quantity of a vowel may be 
established only in relation to the quantity of the other vowels within the context or to the subsequent consonants 
(consonant feature),  while the absolute duration of the  long or short vowels in  the given longuage presents a 
considerable vacillation  in  speed,  depending  upon  the  speech-habits  of the  speaker  and  his  expressive 
variations of tempo.  Uakobson and Halle  1956: 25) 
The reason for the relational nature of prosodic features  is primarily that concepts sLlch as 
"high" and  "low",  "long"  and  "short",  or "strong"  and  "w eak" are logically indistinct,  so that 
there is no clear borderline between elements and non-elements of the sets that represent them. 
Wi  thi n a given range of [req  uencies one  \\~ ll always discern such val ues, w hich are definitely high, 
definitely noL high, and  c1oubtfld. Simjiarly, one w ill discern definiL ely low tones, definitely not low 
L ones, and doubLful ones. In a given inLerval [y, z] consLituting a space X, they can only  be indicated 
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as neighbourhoods,  i.e., sets o[ values sufficiently close  to  its limits. Y et, it is impracticable to 
determine univocally the range  of "sufficiently close values", whereby both neighbourhoods SI 
and  '9  form  most tJ'Pical examples  of "fuzzy sets". Moreover,  the fuzziness  of the contrariety 
relatiollship, in cases of the binary  oppositions under consideration, is also affected by the properties 
of perceptual processes discus 'ed in the previous paragraph. 12 
Contrariety represented by relations of "fuzzy sets" is  thus a type of opposition in .the area of 
fuzzy logic, and can be generalized graphically as follows: 
SI  S2 
__ 
'6:::  :: , '.;',i~ . : 
=;~~; " --------------~~ 
z  y  x 
X=[y,  z] 
Figure 24 
Characteristic fUllctions  L(S) and  L(S2): X~L  of set X into  set L=[0,1], and  expressing the 
logical val  ue of both sen  tences, th us change between °  and 1, showing the disposition of probability 
\\~th which individual  values x are classified as belonging to SI  or S2 respectively: 
o 
y  z 
L=[0, 1] 
O~L(S  I)(X) +  L(S2)(x)~1 
Figure 25 
Again, as in  the case of contradiction, on the ground ofvalues tal(en by  fl111ctions L(SI) and L(S2 ) 
one  can delineate  terms of every category  based on  the model of contrariety in  f1lZ ZY  logic as 
intervals of space X. Again also,  they are themselves  fuzzy sets in  that space. 
Opposite terms: 
-negative term (-): an interval containing all values x undoLLbtedly classjfjed a  element.s of set SI' 
i.e., for which L(SI)(x) = 1; 
- posi  tive term  (+): an interval 'on  tai  ning all values x undoubtedly classified as elements of set 
S2'  i.e., for which  L(S2)(X) =1. 
1 2 Also lbe range of an  iJ11.ervai X. representing tbe space of a given conlrariely (i.e., the values of ils Limils y 
and  z),  can be variously  delermined.  E.g., the  range  of frequencie  accessible lo  an adull man differs 
considerably [rom  lhal accessible lo a boy or wOlllan. In a  imilar  way,  Lhey  can also  differ for  in di\~dua.1 
speakers wilhin one group and even for one c Uldlhe same spea.ker in differenl ullerances ( ee Jakobson and 
Halle 1956: 25). Hence  the space X ilself forms a fuzzy sel wilhin the  pace of all possible values of a given 
parameler, which is sOLlnd  frequen 'y in  the case given. 
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Mediative tenus: 
- simple atemporal  mediative term, i.e., neutral  term  (0):  an  interval containing all  values  x 
undoubtedly classified as  non-elements  of  SI  and  non-elements of  S2'  i.e., for  which 
L(S)(x)+ L(S2)(X) =0; 
- complex atemporal mediative term  (±): an interval forming a sum  of both opposite terms, i.e., 
for which L(S,)(x) = 1 or L(S2)(X) = 1; 
- total atemporal mediative term (0): an  interval identical with  the whole space X, i.e.,  ror which 
O:S;L(S I)(X) + L(S2)(X):S;1. 
-single temporal mediative term, i.e. transition (~): a change of value x such that values L(S,)(x) 
change gradually from 0 to 1, and values L(  o )(x) change gradually from  1 to 0, or vice versa: 
0=  L(S  I) (xo ):S;L(S) (x):S;L(S,)  (x2 ):S;·· .:S;L(S  I) (x,) = 1 
and  1  = L(S2)  (xO)~L(S 2 ) (X)~L(S2 ) (~)~  ...  ~L(S2 ) (x,) = 0 
or: 
1  =L(S,)(xo)~L(S ,)(x)~L( S, ) (~)~  ... ~L(S) (x ,) =0 
and 0 = L(S2)(XO ):S;L(S2 )(x l):S;L(S2)(X2):S; ... :S;L(S2)(X,) = 1 
As in  the case of transition in categories based on  the model of contrariety, both continuous (Fig. 
26a) and discontinuous (Fig. 26b) variation ' of this process exist only  when a parameter of  a given 
category is not temporal.  Otherwi  e, only a discontinuous variation of transition is accessible: 
X x" t 
,,1-
XI 
Xo 
o 
Figure 26a  Figure 26b 
- complex  lemporal  mediative term, i.e.,  interpenetralion:  this occurs when values x clas'ified 
univocally as elements of set SI  (i.e.,  representing a negative term  of the calegory (L(S,)(x)= 1)) 
and  those  classified univocaH y as elemen  ts of set So (j .e., represen  ti ng the positive term  of a 
category (L(S,,)  (x)  = 1)) occur simultaneously,  bul theil: ratio changes in a given interval of time.  As 
the n  umber of elemenls represen  ting one of the terms increases, the nu III ber of those representing 
the other decreases. 
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LOUD  DYNAMICS VS.  SOFT DYNAMICS 
A  perception ofloud dynamics arises from sound  phenomena whose intensity value is sufficiently 
close to  the pain threshold, wherea  quiet dynamics characterizes sounds of intensity  ufficienlly 
close to  the threshold of audibi  Ii  t ~ y of human hearing. 
The acou  tical parameter x of this opposition  is intensity. Il  space X forms an interval [y,  z], y 
and z representing thresholds of audibi li ty and pain respectively.  I~ A oft dynam ic is to be modelled 
as a fuzzy set SI  constituting a neighbourhood  of the lower limit y, and loud dymunics by a fu zzy 
set S2 as a neighbourhood of the upper limit z of interval X: 
SI 
X= [y,  z] 
Figure 29 
o 
y 
Figure 30 
r rerms: 
- negative term  (-): L(Sl)(x)=l 
- positive term (+): L(S2)(x) = 1 
- neutral term  (0): L(S1)+L(S2)= 0 
- transition  (~): 
O =L ( SI )(xo)~L(SI)(x)~L(S I)(x~)~  ... ~L(S I)(x)  = 1 
and  1  = L(S2 )( XO)~(S2)(XI)~L(S2 ) (X2 )~"  . ~L(S2)(X) = 0 
or: 
1  =L( SI )(xo)~L(S I)(x)~L(S I)(~) ~  ...  ~L(S I) (x) =O 
and 0 = L(S2.)  (xO)~L(S2)(X)~L(S 2)(X2 )~" .~L (S2 )(X)  = 1 
S2 
x 
z 
\.\ Like the range of frecruency, also the intensity range is not univocaLly sl.ated.lL varies mainly with frequency 
and duration of sound as well as wi  th individual capabiLiti es of listeners (capabil ities that display sign  incant 
differences in respect of intensity). Therefore the interval [y,  z], as  the space X of the category "loud vs. soft 
dynamics", itself forms a fu zzy set. 
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MINIMAL TIME-SPAN  VS.  MAXIMAL TIME-SPAN 
r rhe acoustical  parameter x of this category is a time-span between the onsets of two successive 
sound  phenomena. Y et, a perception of a time-span  between two  different sounds arises  only 
when the physical time-span value exceeds a liminal value, i.e., a threshold of discernibility below 
which two sounds would be perceived as simultaneous or fuse into one lasting sound phenomenon. 
Space  X,  containing all  possible values  of x within tllis category,  forms thus an interval  [y, z], 
where y is a liminal value of the threshold of discernibility and z is the time-span value maximal 
within a musical piece.  15 In this space, the minimal time-span as the negative term of the discussed 
category is represented by a fuzzy set SI' which forms a neighbourhood of the lower limit y ofthe 
interval X;  the maximal time-span is represented by a fuzzy set S2 as  a neighbourhood of the 
upper limit z of the interval X: 
SI 
X=[y,  z] 
Figure 31 
o 
Figure 32 
Terms: 
- negative term (-): L(SI)(x) = 1 
- positive term (+): L(SQ )(x)  = 1 
- neutral term  (0): L(Slf(x)+L(S2 )(X )=0 
- transition  (~): 
O=L(SI) (xo ):S;L(SI) (xl ):S;L(S) (x2):S; ... :S;L(SI) (x.) = 1 
and  1  = L(S2 )(XO)~L(S2)(X I)~L(S2)(~)~  ...  ~L(S2 )(X Il ) =0 
or: 
1  =L( SI )(x o)~L(S )(xl )~L( SI )(x 2k  .. ~L(SI )(xn ) = 0 
and 0 =  L(S2 )(XO ):S;L(S2)(X I):S;L(S2 )(~ ):S; "  .:S;L(S2 )(X.) = 1 
Ir 'See nole 8. 
S2 
z 
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temporal  mobility vs.  immobility  I  maximal vs. minimal time-span  I  temporal continuity vs. discontinuity 
negative term (version 1)  ¢::}  negative term  border-zone term 
Apart from the interdependencies of different categorie  in Penderecki's basic sy, tern,  which 
stem from their common acoustical parameter and take a logical shape of equivalence as a mutual 
implication between terms, there also exist a few other cases ofinlerdependencies, in  lhe form  of 
ordinary, one-way  im pbcations. A]] of lhem involve transi  lion and resull from lhe lemporal character 
of that mediative term. In the case of the hierarchically linl<ed categories "11 igh vs. low register" 
and  "extreme vs. middle registers",  transilions presuppose a change  of frequency in  time unil 
which is  othen\~se an  acoustical parameter of  "spatial mobility vs. spatial  immobility"  and, 
henceforlh, imply a positive term of the latler opposition. Finally,  lhe very nOlion of a conlinuous 
change of a given atemporal parameter, which is inherent lo conlinuous varialions of trar;sitions, 
presupposes a long dmation of a sound phenomenon, duralion value consliluling a parameter of 
the first definition of "temporal conlinuity vs.  discontinuily". Therefore,  a posilive lerm  of the 
category "temporal  continuity  vs.  clisconLinuity" is implied by continuous lransilions wilhin 
oppositions "loud vs. soft dynamics", "high vs. low register", "extreme vs. middle register", "spalial 
continuity vs.  discontinuity" and  "spatial mobility vs. immobiIHy". Alllhose cases of impbcation 
are summarized  in  the tables below.' 
middle vs. extreme register  spatial mobility vs. immobility 
high vs.  low register  . 
transition  =>  positive term 
loud vs. soft dynamics  temporal continuity vs. discontinuity 
middle vs. extreme register 
high vs.  low register 
spatial continuity vs.  discontinuity 
spatial mobility vs. immobility 
transition (continuous variation)  =>  positive term 
Obviously,  the just discovered logical  relations of implication  and  equivalence preclude some 
combinations of terms,  thereby resnlting in the phenomenon of incompatibili ties. In the case of 
im plicalion, an "implying" lerm of one category is incompalible  "~th all terms of the other category 
excepl the "implied"  one. In  the <;ase of equiiraJence,  lhis incompalibilily works  in  l,\lO ways, so 
lhal eilher of lhe equivalenl terms is incompatible with aLI  its non-equivalent lerms of lhe other 
category. Such incompatiJ)i1ilies occulTing between lerms of lhe caLegories oflhe basic subsystem-
resulting from logical dependencies between those calegories and hence originating in  their very 
nalure- constilute formal incompaLibilities of lhe system of Penderecki's sonorislic style. 
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5. 1  .2. MORPHOLOGY 
On the paradigmatic axis, the categories established by biJlary oppositions discussed in the previous 
chapter accoullt for the morphology of the basic system. This is so because a combinatory of their 
terms generates an inventory of units in Penderecki's , onoristic  s t ~y l e .  Each unit is thus a bundle 
of terms chosen from  individual categories ofPenderecld's sonorism and, as such, constitutes a 
musical counterpart of the lingu  istic phoneme as a bUlldle of distinctive features (phemes) chosen 
from phemic categories.  Consequently, just as every phoneme can be completely defined by the 
distinctive features embodied in it,  what is sufficien t to define a given musical unit ofPenderecld's 
sonorism is a specification of its component terms within individual categories. An example of 
such a definition is given in the following chart: 
spatial continuity/discontinuity  +  i\ 
temporal continuity/discontinuity  + 
spatial mobility/immobility  -
temporal mobility/immobility  -
maximaUminimal time-span  + 
middle/extreme register  + 
highllow register  0 
loud/soft dynamics  -, 
\  \  \ 
Figure 33 
Because every category,  fTom  among eight categories of the basic system, is modelJed by a one-
dimensional space X (two pairs of hierarchically linked categories sharing the same spaces), the 
units of Penderecki's sonori  tic style can be seen mathematically as  objects in six-dimensional 
space,  whose  coordinates  are the component  terms. However, since  those  coordinat.es  are not 
points, but intervals within spaces of their proper categories, it follows that the syntactical units 
of Penderecld's  sonorism are not  single sounds,  but segments,  i.e.,  se ~s of several individual 
sound  phenomena. ,Even though there occasionally occur segments consisting of single sounds, 
they are thus to be treated as liminal cases of segments, in the same w ay as a set containjng only 
one element forms a liminal set. Otherwise, not every segment is permitted to consist of only one 
sound  phenomenon.  One will  return  to this issue in Chapter  6,  after  a disC Llssion of 
interdependencies between segments and their component sounds. 
Since every segment is fu lly defined by its constitutive features expressed in  terms of the basic 
system categories, a difference of even one category between combinations of terms defin ing two 
segments requires  that  such segments be considered as  different.  On the other hand, if  two 
segments can be defined by the same configuration of component terms,  they are identical; i.e., 
they  form  two realizations of  the same unit, even if otherwise  their  sound contents display 
considerable difference '. Thus, inasmuch as  those differences do not threaten the constitutive 
terms,  they  are i  I' reI  evan  L  for  segmen ts. which, Ii ke  Ii ngu  istic phone'mes,  consl  itute ab, tracL 
invariants on  the level of "language"  (langue).  Instead, they  give  occasion merely to several 
conL exLual variants of ,'egments realized in concrete mu  ical utterances on the level of "speech" 
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'fhe system in question could be graphically illustrated by a "rosette" showing opposite terms of 
all eighl binary oppositions. Linlmges indicaling available combinations oflerms would join together 
every  two vertices  of the roselle,  excepl those symbolizing opposite terms of the same category, 
and  the power of such a system wOlLld be equal to  the number of octagons found in the rosette: 
spatial 
mobility 
temporal 
mobility 
extreme 
register 
high 
register 
temporal 
loud 
dynamics 
time-span 
Figure 34 
spatial 
continuity 
spatial 
discontinuity 
minimal 
soft 
temporal 
discontinuity 
middle 
register 
temporal 
immobility 
Y et, the number ofpossible segments must.  be lessened because offOl'mal incompatibilities belween 
terms of different. categories. Such incompatibili ties preclude combinalions of "middle regisler" 
with  eilher of the opposite terms of category "high v . low  register",  "temporal  mobilily"  wilh 
eit.her of the opposite terms "minimal  vs. maximal  time- pan" and, unally,  "minimal lime-span" 
wilh eilher of the opposi  le terms"  lemporal con  ti nuity vs. discon  limu  l{.  After elimination of lhe 
prohibiled linkages, the segments amilable in lhe framework of lhe sys t.em would be represenled 
in  lhe rosetle by all  octagons conlaining lhe lerm  "maximal Lime-span", "extreme regisler" and 
"temporal immobilily", all  hepl.agons containing two of lhese terms, all hexagons conlaining one 
of them, and all  penlagons con l.aining none: 
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spatial 
mobility 
temporal 
mobility 
extreme 
register 
high 
Figure 35 
temporal 
time-span 
spatial 
continuity 
soft 
register 
middle 
register 
temporal 
immobility 
~~~~~~~,,~  immobility 
~  temporal 
spatial 
discontinuity 
discontinuity 
The definition of segmenLs by means of L erms chosen from  individual caL egories ofPenderecki's 
basic sysL em also allows precise description of Lhe paradigmatic relationships between segmenLs. 
If  a segment is a SLLm of L erms, consequenUy Lhe relaLion beLween any two segments constitutes a 
sum  of relations between  their componenL  L erms within  their proper caLegories. rrherefore,  Lhe 
similariLy between given segments is higher,  Lhe more L erms Lhey have in common. The i'elationship 
beLween segments may also  be read  from  the above rosette. Since  every opposiLe term  of any 
caL egory forms its own vertex, the higher the number of co  l]]JlJ on vertices between polygons, the 
closer Lhe relationship of segmenLs represented by them. 
The roselle would consLiLuLe a full  graphical represenLation of Penderecki's basic sysLem if  Lhe 
only availahle L erms wiLhin every caL egory were, as in  the phonological system, the opposiLe L erms 
analogous  Lo  disLinctive  feaLures of language.  However, L he analogy beLween Lhe  organizaLion of 
Lhe basic sysL em of Penderecki's sonorisLic sL yle on the one  hand, and  phonological sysL ems of 
naLurallanguages on  Lhe oLher, ends here.  As .demonstraLed in  Lhe prelrioLis chapLer, in Lhe framework 
of every caL egory of  Lhe basic system L here occur  noL  only opposiLe,  but also  several  mediative 
terms.  From  among  the I  aLLer, any single segmenL  can con lain  simple and  toL al mediaLives:  a 
border-zone L erm  of  Lhe calegories  based  upon  Lhe model of' conlradiclion,  neulral  terms of 
conlrarielies,  as well  as  a lolal mediative lerm  and  a transiLion in  boLh  logical types  or binary 
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presentation: \ 
+ 
~  ~ 
\  ~ 
+ 
~ 
mediation:  \ 
+ 
~ 
m 
~  ~ 
\  ~ 
m 
~ 
+ 
~ 
Consequently,  a prohibited lype of succession  in a trajectory is a relurn  lo an  inilial opposile 
term, be it posi  tive or negative, after a mecliative term or a chai n of su ·h term  has 0  curfed. J7 
prohibited sequences:  \ 
+ 
~ 
m 
~ 
+ 
~ 
\  ~ 
m 
~  ~ 
Because terms of every category are emJJodied into segments, every occurrence of a new term in 
any category causes  a change  of segment.  And,  because  lhe succession  of terms wilhjn every 
trajectory is ruled by lwo oftbe above types of sequence, those types also govern the succession of 
Penderecki's synlactical units. Permissible successions of segments in the syntax ofPenderecki's 
sonoristic pieces are on  Iy those whose componenl phem  ic sequences in sections of every particular 
categorial trajectory  follow the two sequence.  given above,  thereby constituting presentations and 
mediations of binary oppositions. On the other hand, prorubited are all  those successions which 
in any single trajectory contain  the Jast-mentioned, prohibited type of sequence. 
The syntactical rules ofPenderecki' . sonoristic style thus eliminate some successions of segments. 
In  this way,  as do any rules whatsoever, they constrain  the field of choices and decisions made by 
the composer. Y et, the restrictions imposed by those rules do not result in mechanjstic compositional 
procedures, but leave ample room for artistic freedom. r rhis is due to the fact that changes within 
trajectories need not be simultaneous.  As one categorial diJference enables a discrimination between 
two  segment, a single change  bringing about the slightest difference  between neighbouring 
17 As regards the simple lemporal medialive lerm  (lransiLion),  ils very defini tion derives [rom  the facl thal iL 
proceeds between opposite lerms of a given caL egory. Therefore, even if inserled beL ween two occurrences of 
lhe  ame lerm, be il posilive 01'  negaLive,  the lransilion does  nol occasion the prohibiled type of sequence. 
Generally, in the analyses of individual sonorisLic pieces by Penderecki  (Chapler 8), when a lerm preceding 
01'  following a given lransilion  differ.' from the lerm  conslituting, respecLively,  it.· poinl of departure or of 
deslinalion, the usual symbol for the simple lemporal mediaLive  lerm, which i  an  arrow  (-7), will  be 
complemenled, so as L o show the direclion oflhe transitional process in agiven seclion ofLhe L rajeclory; e.g., 
(+-7-). 
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(2) O vm'L apping of segmen  ts presu  pposes that, wi thin at least one trajectory,  the temporal  ranges 
of sections intersect. Consequently,  two different terms of the same category occur sim ul taneously 
during some interval of time: 
Figure 37 
Provided the c bfferent overlapping terms are opposite ones,  their simulLaneous occurrence  will 
bring abou  t the complex atemporalmediative term of a given category (±), which is not accessible 
to single segments (discussed in  the previous chapter), but can only be embodied into two different 
segments: 
Figure 38 
In the temporal course of any given segment, its sO Llnd content can undergo several changes. 
Y et, from  the definHion  or a segment, it  rollows  that as  long a  those  changes  do  not affect its 
constitutive featmes (which m·e terms chosen [rom categories of a basic system),  i.e.,  they do not 
cause  a change  \\~ thin at least one trajectory,  they  cannot  result in  a change  of segment and 
consequently, have no bearing on the segmentation of a piece. Still.  those changes cml  in(]uence 
the character of musical narration when they concern  the intensity of a given segment towards its 
beginning or end, mld in this way affect its gradual emergence or decay. This can be caused either 
by means of orchestration  (as an  increase or decrease of the number or instruments) or by textural 
changes (as an increase or decrease of  sound phenomena produced by the same set of instruments) . 
or course,  such "softening" of a segment can occur  in  successive  segments,  yet \vithout  any 
conceptually interesting results.  Jevertheless,  if applied  to overlapping segments containing 
opposite terms of some category or categories, such a procedure brings about a complex temporal 
mediative term-interpenetration-in  at least one trajectory. Thi  i, so because the "soft·" gradual 
emergence  or  decay  of a segment  has  as  its consequence  a change  of intensity  with which its 
component terms appem·. 1 8 While the intensity of one of the opposite terms in the  pre \~ou s segmen  t 
gradually decreases,  the intensity of the other gradually increases: 
Figure 39 
IH Basically.  changes  in  the number of sound  phenomena during a segment do  not affect its constitutive 
terms. However, such changes can have some impact on the  categories '·Ioud vs. soft dynamics" and "temporal 
mobility vs. immobility". When the sound  phenomena are fewer, the dynamic level of a segment decreases. 
Similarly, a gradual increase in the number of sound piJenomena in closer temporal distances can  ca.use  the 
impression of transition from temporal immobility to mobility (see Chapter 6). Y et, insofar as those cha.nges 
are olwiously caused by "softening"  segments. they wiD not be interpreted a· changes witbill trajectories. 
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The latter  ituation, possible in  the above-described cases, is inevitable in  the case of a partial 
imposition in which neither of the segmental changes happens simultaneously in  both  egments 
so that the shorter segment is preceded and followed by part· of the longer one. Provided one of 
the  egments contains the positive  and  the other the negative  term  of a given  category,  the co-
occurrence of those opposite terms in  their differentiating trajectory  must happen between two 
occurrences of the same (positive or negative)  term, which i  embedded  in  the longer, superior 
segment. If  this co-occurrence were interpreted as a complex mediative ter.m, 'uch a succession 
would thus,  by necessitjl,  form a prohibited sequence of terms. The attachment of superimpo  ed 
sections to  one layer  of a trajectory and  the fusion  of the co-occurring terms carried  by those 
sections  into one complex mecliative  term is thus excluded,  whereby segments of such a partial 
imposition always belong to  two different threads of narration. 
Of course, superimposed segments may differ in respect of more than one category. ConsequenLly, 
in  clifferenttrajectories the relations of co-occurring terms can be different. Ifin every trajectory 
two simultaneously occurring terms belong to the same layer, the segments in question belong to 
the same thread of narration. However, it can also happen that differen  t, sim u  Itaneously occu rri ng 
terms of one category belong to  the same layer of its trajectory,  while differen t terms of another 
category do not. At fIrst glance,  the segmen  ts containing such terms should be subsu  med by one 
main thread of narration  in  respect of some category and, at the .'ame lime,  di\~ded betw een two 
parallel narrative threads as regards some other category. Y et, if any two segments do not belong 
to the same tlll'ead of the musical narration at least in respect of one category,  they do not belong 
to it at all. 
The subordinate, or secondary, threads of narration need not be confined to one segment only. 
On the contrary, they can form longer chains that move in parallel with the main stream ofsegments. 
Though such a phenomenon rarely occurs in Penderecki's works, it is theoretically important and 
becomes crucial in some pieces. The problems of temporal relations  between segments and  that 
of parallel threads of narration are not precisely ruled by  the system of Penderecki's sonoristic 
style. l'hey therefore constitute an area of compositional sl:rategies in  individual works. 
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P\{m}={w, I} 
P\{w}= {m, l} 
P\{l}={m, w} 
Vir-
p 
P={m, 11', l} 
m 
-
-1 
{m}cP\{w};  {w}cP\{m};  P\{m, w}={l} 
{w}cP\{l};  {l}cP\{w};  P\{w, I}= {m} 
{l}cP\{m}; {m}cP\{l}; P\{l, m}={w} 
TIMBRE SYSTE M 
As shown in  the discussion of basic system, a relation between a set and its complement is a 
model of a logical  relation of contradiction. From the equations in the left column it is apparent 
that such a relation occurs between each primary material, as an element of set P,  and  the two 
remaining ones. There are thus thTee oppositions of that type: metal vs. non-metal, wood VS. nOI1-
wood and leather vs. non-leather: 
m vS.-m 
wvs. -w 
I vs. -1 
In turn, the relation between two  sets that belong mutually to  their complements is a model of 
contrariety.  Such a relation links every two [rom among the three sound-source materials, as one 
can read out of the right column of equations. As in  the case of contradiction, there are three 
relations of contrariety: metal vs. wood, metal vs. leather, and wood vs. leather: 
mv .w 
m vs. I 
IV vs. l 
All  the above-listed relations of contradiction  and  contrariety can be summed up as a "ternary 
opposition" between metal, wood, and leather, shown  in  the following triangle. Continuous lines 
linking the vertices ofthe triangle represent contrarieties. Discontinuous lines show contradictions 
between single material  categories, modeled by vertices and couples of materials joined by their 
opposite sides: 
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Figure 43 
As is apparent, both  the set P of primary materials and  its component one-element sets {m}, 
{w} and {I} (representing, respectively, metal, w ood and leather) are ordinary sets;  i.e., they are 
characterized by a clear discrimination between elements and  non-elements. Hence,  unlike the 
types  of logical opposition  in  the basic-system categories,  the contrarieties  and  contradictions 
between primary materials as categories ofPenderecki's Limbre system involve relaLions of cia sical 
logic. This fact is of consequence for  the ways of their possible mediations. Since each element of 
P clearly belongs  or  does  not belong to  its individual subsets, which form  terms of individual 
oppositions, the characteristic functions of those subsets take exclusively values of either 0 or 1. 
Hence,  the mediative  terms,  which in  fuzzy  logic are based upon intermediary values  of  the· 
characteristic functions- higher than  zero, but  lower than  one- are noL  available here.  This 
siLuation  concerns the border-zone term  of contradicLion  as well  as  Lhe transitions of both 
con tradiction and con  trarieL y. 
Consequently, in the case of contradiction, Lhe only possible aL emporal mediative L erm is a sum 
of sets repre. enLing the opposite terms. Since this sum always includes all three primary maL erials, 
it is a Lotal  term  (0); e.g., {w}uP\{w} =P 
In Lurn, each relaLion of  contrariety between primary  materials possesses three possible aL emporal 
med  iative terms: 
-complex term (±) arising as the sLIm of sets representing both opposita, e.g., {m}u{w} = {m,  w}; 
- neutral mediative  term  (0)  is the complement of the sum  of both  opposite terms (i.e., of the 
above complex  term)  in  set P It is always  a simple term  consisting of only one element, e.g., 
P\{m, w}={I}; 
- total term (0), as the sum of two earlier mediatives,  both complex and neutral. As in the case of 
contradiction, it  is alw ays  tantamount  to  the all-set P of  the three  primary materials,  e.g., 
{m, w}u{l} ={m, w ,I}=P 
A special type of mediation  possible b01h  for  contradiction and  contrariety is interpenetration, 
i.e., a gradual increase of material(s) forming one of opposite terms, accompanied by a decrease of 
the material(s) of the other. Because such a way of mediation presupposes a change of intensity, 
with  which both  of the given terms occur  in  an  interval of time,  interpenetration  is a temporal 
mediative tenn. 
As one can see from the above remarks, every subset available within  the set P of all  primary 
materials can have several different  funcLions in  the framework  of Penderecki's timbre system. 
For example, leather may form an opposite conl.radictory term  to  the pair ofmel.al and wood, but 
it may also constitute a neutral  term of a contradiction established by the laLter materials. Metal 
and leather can form a complex term of the relation of contrariety between them, but at the same 
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time constitute a contradictory term  to wood.  r rhe juncture of metal, leather, and wood  can be a 
total mediative term of any opposition.  ~Wh ich  of these possible functions is really performed by a 
given set or materials  in a given  musical context, is always dependent on which ofthe six binary 
oppositions is activated,  within  the framework  of  the "ternary opposition"  represented in  Lhe 
triangle above.  However, the choice of opposiLion(s)  active in a given musical  piece or section  is 
noL governed by the sysL em, buL is made by the composer as part or the compositional sLrategy for 
Lhal.  piece. 
5.2.2. MORPHOLOGY 
As one has leamed from  previous chapters,  the elementary unit of Penderecki's sonoristic style, 
in  light  of the basic sysL em, is noL  a single sound  phenomenon, but a segment  consisting of 
several  sounds.  This also  holds Lrue for  the timbre system  the syntactic unit of which is here 
called a"  Limbre segment" and defined as a seL of sounds resulting from several sound-generating 
processes. Clearl y, sound phenomena conLained in one timbre segment can be identical or different, 
in  the sense  Lhat  they are generaL ed by collisions  of bodies representing identical or different 
pairs of materials. In order to describe fully a timbre of any given segment, it is thus indispensable 
Lo  en  u  merate all  pairs of maLerials inLeracting so as to prod uce  the sounds belonging to it. If  all 
sounds are produced in  the same way,  i.e.,  L hrough interactions of the same two maLerials,  then 
Lhe timbre of a segmenL will be covered by only one maL erial pair.  Otherwise, the description of a 
segment  ,,~ Il  consist or several pairs. The  type of segmenL determined by one pair of materials 
only can be representeci by one sound phenomenon. Therefore, asin the case of the basic system, 
a single sound  can consL iLute a liminal ca  e of a Limbre segment. 
In  the description  of a single segment, a given material can Lhus occur  several limes  a  a 
componenL  of dirferent pairs. 1'his i  so because bodies representing one material category can 
interacl wiLh bodies made of either lhe same or differenL materials, in  this way producing sound 
phenomena thaL  differ in  Limbre. From  this iL  follows thaL  differenL maLerials may vary as  to the 
number of occurrences in a segment descripLion, some of Lhem occurring more and others less 
frequently. ConsequenUy,  the participaLion ofdifferenL materials in determining the sou nd colour 
of a given segmenL  varies  wiLh the number of material pairs characL eristic of thal segmenL  in 
which the maLerials occur:  the more pairs, the more sign  ifican t the inlluence of a given material  to 
Lhe timbre of a segment. To lu I'J1  Lh is sL atement clJ'ound, the LimJ)re depends mostly on the maLerials 
that occur  mosL  frequently. \s exerting the decisive influence on the timbre of a given segment, 
they will be marked as  its main maLerials. 
However, not every material can be main. This is  0  because  there exists a difference  in  Lhe 
degree to which malerials can cieL ermine the timbre of a single sound. Because, as sL aled before, 
segments are seL s of such single sounds, that difference, discussed in  the previous chapter, also 
has consequences for  the timbre of the L oLal segment. Fell and  hair cannol consLiLuLe a proper 
sound source  (\~brator) .  Thus Lhose two materials never dominaLe the timbre of a whole segmenL-
jusL  as lhey cannoL domi nate the Lim bre of any of iLs componen  L  sound phenomena- even if lhey 
O CCllr in  all  pairs of materials characL eri  tic or such a timbre. 1'he main  timbral roles  can be 
played only and exclusively by primary maL erials-meL al, wood, and  leaLher. 
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It is however possible [or Lhe remaining group  Lo contain only one pair of materials. If  Lhis is the 
case, one LreaL s Lhat group a . a segment consisting of onJy one pair. WiLh regard to such a segment, 
Lhe search procedure for  main  maL erial  must  be slightly modified.  The most evident situaLion 
happens when the only pair characL eristic of the segmenL is a reduplication of the same primary 
maLerial (metal, wood, or leather) or its juncture with hair or fell. Since in either case there occurs 
only one primary material, it must be the main one for the segment in quesLion. A  more complicated 
si tuaLion  arises when the only pair  of a segment consists  of two  different primary materiaJs. 
Because  eiLher of  Lhose  materials  can constiLuLe a sOLlnd  source,  they  are  of equaJ  vaJue  in 
deter min ing the Limbre of a segment, irrespective of which one exci  L es (inciter) and which one is 
excited  (vibrator)  in a given process of sound generaLion.; Hence, if a segment containing such a 
pair is considered as an isolated uniL, or if in the given musical context it is separated by a general 
paLlse from the preceding and following segments, both primary material  of the only pair are iLs 
main materials. 
Yet, within a given piece every segmenL  usually consLiLutes a link in a chain whose perception is 
subjecL  to  the ges LaJL law of "good continuation" (see Meyer L. B. 1956). As applied to syntactical 
uniLs of Pendereckj's timbre system,  this law  means that,  in  Lerms of future-orienLation, the 
lisL ener tends to perceive, or "can  Lin ue", the main material of a preceding segment in the following 
segmenLs as long as it is possible to do so. On the other hand, the mind's orienLation  Lo  the pasL 
allows reinLerpretation of the preced ing segment, sucb Lhat the lisL ener discerns in iL  the origins 
of the timbre qualiL y Lhat is established clearly as main  materiaJ  only in  the following segment. 
Thus in a doubtful situation, such as thaL which arises  in  the case of one-pair  egments,  there is 
a tendency  to  perceive  iLs timbre under the influence of adjacenL segmenls and, consequently,  to 
prefer as mai n material the one  thaL  predominates  in  the preceding and/or following segmen  L: 
"1'his follows Newton's second rule of d )~l allli c. , which says that if body A acts  \\~th a given force on  body B, 
then body B acts wil h the same force on body A. 
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differences  in  their main  materials. On  the other hand, segments consisting of different sets of 
material pairs may appear to be two realizations of the same timbre segment, i.e., its two different 
contextual variants on the level of "speech" lpa1'ole). This is so since, for the timbre segment as an 
abstract invariant of "language"  (langue),  any features  concerning the set of material pairs,  as 
well  as  (at  a Jater stage)  concrete sound  generators forming embodiments of those  pail'S,  are 
irrelevant  inasmuch as  they  do  not  affect constitutive features  of the definition  inferred from 
them. 
'rhe character of its definition  resLl/ls in  the fact that  every timbre segment joins  traits of a 
segment or the basic system w ith tbose of a single term w ithin one of its individual categories. The 
analogy  to  a single term occurs  on  the level of main  materials. The sets of main  materials 
characteristic of given timbre segments- whetber consisting of one,  two, or tlu-ee materials-
always  tal(e the pruts of opposite  or  mediative  terms  as  prescribed to  them  by the logic of the 
"ternary opposition", in  frameworks of its component contradictions and contrarieties. In this 
sense, the set P of primary materials from which come the main materials of  indi\~dual segments, 
is analogous to the space  of a single category of the basic system, and its "ternary opposition" 
performs a function similar to that of the "binary opposition" .Lhat estalJlishes the category. At the 
same Lime,  as  regards aU  its materials,  the timbre segment resembles  a segment of the basic 
system in  that it constitutes a combinatory arrangement ofterms chosen from particular material 
categories. 
This double nature of timbre segments has an effect on their taxonomy. This is so because the 
full I  ist of timbre segments is not exhausted by possible combinations of materials, but multipJied 
by all  sets of  main  materials accessible for  each combination.  Accordingly,  the paradigmatic 
relationships of elementary syntactical  units of Penderecki's timbre system ru'ise both between 
the main  materials and between all the materials of which they are comprised. 
On tbe level of the main materials, as in the case of individual categories of the basic system, 
relations among segments tal<e  shape as  logical relationships  between  opposite and  mediative 
terms of the "ternary  opposition"  represented in  two  given  timbre segments. Y et because  the 
ternary opposition consi ,ts of three relations of contradictions and llll'ee relations of contrarieties, 
a given set of main  materials cbru'acteristic for a single segment simultaneously performs several 
different functions in Ihe fTruneworks of those different oppositions, as was stated before. Hence, 
the relations between any two given timJJre segments are always  manifold and coexistent on  the 
paradigmatic axis.  The choice  and  actualization  of anyone of them can be made only  'on the 
synl.agmatic axis, owing to the context of further segmenLs that disclose the one of six oppositions 
which is active at a given  momenL 
In  turn, as regards sets or all materials occurring in  two given segmenLs, the relations between 
them should  be construed not in terms of oppositions  (contrariety or  contradiction)  and  their 
mediations,  but  in  L erms of several  degrees of kinship determined by the number of materials 
they have in common.  I 'uch relations are thus similar L o those between indilridual segments of the 
basic system.  Y et, this similari ty is weakened by Lhe fact that, in  the latter case,  an additional 
complication arises as a re 'ult of mediative  terms occurring \\~thin individual categories. In  the 
case  of the timbre system, since a given material can merely occur or not occur,  no mediative 
terms of material categories Crul arise. Consequenlly, 1  he two types of relationships-determined 
by Lhe nu mber of common terms and by their logical in terconnections- wh  ich w ere in termiJ1gled 
in  the basic system, in the timbre system appear as carefu lly separated.  Because  the mediative 
terms concern  only main  maL erials,  only on  that level do  they  participate  in  logical relations 
between terms of the ternary opposition.  Conversely,  Lhe level of all materials involved  in sound 
generation processes of a given segment is devoid of logical relations of that sort. 
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presentation: 
~ 
+ 
~  ~ 
~  ~ 
+ 
~ 
mediation: 
~ 
+ 
~ 
m 
~  ~ 
~  ~ 
m 
~ 
+ 
~ 
Thus, prohibiled by lhe logic of the main-materials level is a sequence consisting in a return  to 
lhe inilial opposile term after an occurrence of one or more mediative terms. 
prohibited sequences: 
~ 
+ 
~ 
m 
~ 
+ 
~ 
~  ~ 
m 
~  ~ 
As one can see from  these remarks, the parallelism between the level of main materials in timbre 
segments and a single calegory of the basic system has its continuation in syntax. The syntactical 
order of timbres established by main malerials forms a trajectory similar to lho  e of the categories 
of pilch, loudness, and duralion. 
On lhe other hand, the succession of timbre segments as regards all their constitutive materials 
resembles that of segment  in the basic system. It is thus not governed by a slrict logic. Rather, 
since a change of segmen t can resul t fTom a change of a different number of indi\~du al materials, 
it can be described in  terms of different degree  of kinship between adjacent segmenls according 
to thei  r parad igmatic relalions. Changes of segments characterized by different degrees of kinship 
thus bring about different level  of segmentation:  the closer  the kinship, the lower  lhe level of 
segmentation. Conversely,  the weaker lhe kinship between adjacent timbre segments,  the more 
slriking lhe conlrast bel,veen them and, in effecl, lhe higher the level of segmentation  lo which a 
given change belongs. As lo the overall sel of materials, the segmenlation of the timbral course of 
a piece is lhus hierarchical. 
The segmenlational levels concerning changes of the all-materiaJ categories involved in processes 
of sound  generation are  independenl of the macro-level of segmenlation  marked by changes of 
maill maleriaJs. Thus, changes on the macro-level of main malerials need not necessari Iy coincide 
\\~th changes 011 any segmenlalionaJ level. The latter observation is of importance for the problem 
of limbre mediation. If  one considers lhis phenomenon  exclusively on  the macro-level, lhe only 
possibilities  for the  medialion  of limbre opposilions are  delermined by lhe logic of  ternary 
opposition, as lerms consisting of single primary malerials or lheirjuxtapositiol1s, and incorporated 
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into the trajectory of main materials. Y et, the sound colour of each segment is determined not 
exclusively by main  materials,  but  bear  the stamp  of aLi  its constitutive material  categories. 
Hence, the mediation of an opposition b  tween two segmen  t  which contain as their main materials 
the opposite terms of a given contradiction or contrariety, can also be achieved ou tside the macro-
level: on the level of all materials occUlTing in them. A  particularly strildng case of such a mediation 
occurs between neighbouring segments that represent the. econd  type of paradigmatic relation, 
i.e., when their different main materials are chosen from  the same set of all constitutive materials. 
r rhen, paradoxically enough, the latter set acts as a common denominator of these segments, and 
thereby mediates their timbre . To a lesser extent, a similar situation occurs when the change of 
mam material is accompanied by the continued presence of only some categories on the level orall 
materials. Seen from  this angle,  any succession of segments different as  to  main  materials but 
akin in  their overall set of constitutive material categories could  be considered as a mediation; 
consequently, the degrees of kinship of adjacent timbre segmen ts would be iden  tical to the concept 
ofa timbre mediation between them. Theoretically, litis i  the right conclu  ion. Practically, however, 
it is reasonable to speak of  such a mediation only if the number of materials shaJ"ed by neighbouring 
segments is rather higb. 
On  the syntagmatic axis,  the inter-level relations between the sets of all  materials defining 
timbre segments and the sets of those materials which are marked as main ones can al 0 produce 
several other nuances of Umbra.l trajectory in cases where the main material is preserved. Those 
nuances may concern  the force with which a given main  material occurs.  Obviously,  it will appear 
with  the greatest force if it constitutes  the only material of a given timbre segmen  t.  On  the other 
band, the i  ntroducLion of other materials, wh ich mod u  late and  thereby enrich the main  material 
category,  \\~ll result at the same time in a dimming of the latter's characteristic timbre. Of course, 
the "dimming" and "brightening" of the main timbre can proceed either gradually as a succession 
of slight changes (i.e., changes between segments ha\r ing the highest degree of ldnshi p) or abruptly 
by jlL\taposition of contrasting segments. A  given material can also be pre. erved  in  later timbre 
segments after it has been deleted from  the set of main materials. Conversely, a given material can 
appear even before being marked as  "main",  which resuH ',  respectively,  in  continuation  or 
anticipation of a main material, and which holds importance for  the smoothness of a narration in 
terms of the law  of good continuation. All such phenomena are not rigorously governed by  the 
timbre system, but rather belong to  t.he space of artistic freedom. r rhere they are subject to free 
compositional choices, or the strategies followed by the composer for a given work. 
The temporal relations of timbre segments- succession, overlapping,  and  imposition- are 
analogous to those between segments ofthe basic system, and hence all  the remarks made in  this 
connection (in 5.1 .3) hold  true here. However, it is noteworthy that the overlapp i11g or imposition 
of "soft" segments can produce temporal mediative terms of any opposition foreseen \\rithin  the 
logic of the main materials trajectory on  the syntactical macro-level. r rhis situation arises when a 
timbre segment containing an opposite term of a given contradiction or contrariety increases in 
intensit y, while a segmen  t containing the other opposing term decreases. As in  the case of basic 
system segments,  any two  overlapping or superimposed timbre segments belong to the same 
thread ofthe musical narration, when their co-occurring main materials fuse il1to a term permissible 
\~thin the trajectory of the macro-level, i.e., when  those .. egments obey the rules of presentation 
and mediation  of an opposition active  in  their proper context. 
To conclude,  there follow some remarks concerning the interrelations or the timbre system and 
the basic system. Obviollsly, although discussed separately,  these two systems are designed by the 
compo  er to  cooperal.e in individual sonoristic pieces,  both  in  respect of segment-generalion 
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(morphology) and of syntagmatic order. The final elementary units of any piece are thus intersections 
of timbre segments with segments of the basic system, and their full definition must allow for 
features  that are relevanllo both subsystems of Penderecki's sonorism. AJso, lhe succession of 
segments is ruled by logic of timbre determined by the main materials as well as by logic of all  the 
categories or pitch, loudness, and duration. Finally, a segmentation is complete only if takes into 
account the borders of segments as syntactical units within both the basic system and the timbre 
system. r rhese  two aspecls of generative grammar are  thus complementary in  the fTamework  of 
the compositional technique that governs Penderecki's sonoristic style. 
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musical purposes,  Secondly,  whereas  phonemes  are already  syntactical  units of the linguistic 
system, in Penderecki's sonoristic style single sounds articulated in  individual sound generation 
processes are merely components of units,  the latter being segments which usually consist of a 
number of  ounds, 
As a result of those differences, to elaborate articulatory definitions for Penderecki's sonorism 
requires  prior formulation  of what  could  be called "translatory rules",  which embrace  (1) 
dependencies between features of segments expressed in  terms of individual categories of either 
the timbre or the basic system and features of individual sounds contained in  uch segments, (2) 
dependencies between featm'es of individual sounds and aspects of sound generation, and (3) the 
accessibility  of  those  latter aspects  for  individual  sound  generators in Krzysztof Penderecki's 
son oris  tic pieces, analyzed in Part Two of this book. 
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86 6.2. ARTICULATION OF BASIC SYSTEM 
like dislinctive fealures oflanguage, the calegories ofPenderecki's basic syslem are also defined 
beginning allhe acouslicallevel. Therefore alllhree dependencies contained in translatory rules, 
which lead to elaboration of tile arliculatory definitions of individual categories, must be examined 
in the course  of this chapler.  'rhe first step  towards formulation  of the translatory rules  is an 
invesligalion  of  the dependencies  between fealures  of segments, expressed  in  terms  of the 
calegories, as defined acoustically earlier, and the acoustical features of their component sounds 
(1).  In  view  of the mathematical models  of categories  elaborated in Chapter 5.1, the required 
dependencies are equivalent to relationships belween inlervals representing individual terms of 
categories  in spaces of their acoustical  parameters, and the values of those parameters taken by 
sound phenomena that comprise a segment determined by such lerms. 
'I 'he closesl dependency between feature' of  'egments and  their component sounds occurs in 
cases of calegories whose acouslical parameters are fTequency, inlensity, and duration as the three 
ba  ic physical altributes of sound. In order for a segment to be characterized by a given term, aU 
its componenl sounds musllake values that belong to an  interval modeling that term "~thin the 
space of a proper category.  'uch a silualion happens in the case of categories "high vs. low register" 
and  "exlreme vs.  middle regi leI''', bolh of which are founded on  sound frecfuency,  "loud  vs. sofl 
dynamics"  based on inlen 'ity,  and  "temporal continuily vs.  di  continuity",  which in  its first 
definition  is based on a parameler of sound duralion.  Obv iously,  for a segmenl to represenl high 
regisler, loud dynamics, or temporal continuily, each of its component sounds must also be high, 
loud, andlemporally conlinuous, respectively. Conversely, low register, soft dynamics, and temporal 
disconlinuily of a segmenl  requires  its  sounds to be at a low frequency,  quiet, and  temporally 
discontinuous.  The dependency  under consideration  lhus ha  a direct character and  takes  the 
shape of iden  li ly. 
Indirecl dependency between segmenls and their sounds arises when the acoustical parameter 
of a given calegory, I  hough concern i  ng one of the three basic sound parameters, slill is not identical 
\\~l h. but only derived from il. This is a case oflhe lwo remaining categories concerned  '~th sound 
frequency: "spalial continuity v . discontinuity"  and  "spalial mobility vs. immobility",  lheir 
acouslical parameters bei  ng resulls of frequency val  ues. Plai n  I y,  every such resull can be achieved 
frol11 a sublraclion of values embodied in either one or lwo differenl sound phenomena. Vvhen lhe 
values are embodied in one and  the same sound, lhen a fealure of a segmenl is vesled also in it 
i  ndi~d  ual sou nd componen ls. as in the  pre\~o u s ly  discussed type of category. Val  ues of an acoustical 
parameter lal<en by every single sound belong lo an interval proper for a term represented by the 
segmenl.  On  the olher hand, when the frequency values,  from  which the result of frequencies is 
calculaled, are emboclied in  two  differenl sound , lhen the values  of componenl sounds can  be 
elemenls of an  in  lerval modell i  ng a term of a given category other lhan the one aclual  ized by the 
segmenl  to  which lhey  belong. Thus. the change  of frequency  value characlerislic of "spatial 
continuilJ'" can happen eilher conlinuou s ly \\~lhinlh e same  ound phenomenon (glissando) which 
is spalially mob ile in itself,  01'  also  as a skip  bel  w een two  different sounds even lhough each of 
Ihem is immob ile as such. Similarly,  inlhe ca e of "spalial continuily"  the difference in frequency 
values can be measured either  \\~Lh i n a band constiluting a specLrum ofa single sound phenomenon 
or  between different, separalely produced sounds.  which. laken individually,  are spalially 
discon ti nuous. 
Characlerislically. however, in  bolh  lhose cases  the values of an aco Llstical  parameler laken by 
individual sounds, if not belonging 1 0 an inlerval proper for ils given IeI'm, are always lower lhan 
I  he values of thal in I  erval. This is so since the cooperation of  dilTerenl sound phenomena can only 
enlarge, and  never reduce  the frequency  resulLs inherenl  for  caeh of lhem.  'l'herefore the non-
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identity relationship between features of segments and of their component sound  happens only 
in the case of terms represen  ted by intervals in relation  to  wh ich there exist sl  ill  lower val ues. U 
a term is represented by an interval containing the lowest values of a paramel.er within a  pace or 
a given category, such a case cannot happen. I-Ience the terms opposite 1.0 the two last-mentioned 
ones within  their proper categories- "spatialimmobility"  and  "spatial discontinuil.y'"-require 
identity with  features  of component  sounds: all  sounds  belonging to  segments  that represent 
"spatial  discontinuity" and "spatial immobility"  mu ,t also necessarily be spatially discontinuous 
and immobile, respectively. 
In  Penderecki's basic system, however, there exist two  categories  whose  parameters are not 
derivatives of any acoustical parameters of single sounds:  "maximal vs. minimal  time-span"  (md 
"temporal mobility vs, immobil i  ty". Significantly, both of them are temporal categories. This is  0 
since, in contrast to frequency and intensi  ty, which  cu'e insepcu'able from concrete sound phenomena, 
time as a constant determinant of musical reality can occur indepenelenlIy, its values not necessarily 
embodieel as dmations of CU1Y inelividual sou  nels. Instead, in  the two given cases, they cu'e measured 
between the onsets of successive sounds. From the above remarks il follows 1  hat, as regards lhose 
two categories, any dependency between their terms as featu re ' of segments on the one hand, and 
feature' of incliv:idual sounds on the other, does not exist. 
Now  that  the problem of relationships between segments and  their  component  sounds have 
been elucidated, one  can return  to  the question  of single-sound  segments as  liminal  cases  of 
sonoristic syntactical units. Obviously, a given segment can con 'ist of one sound only inasmuch a' 
that single sound represents aU  reatures of that segment, i.e.,  its constitutive terms chosen from 
indi\rielual categories. As follows from  the former discussion.  this is always  the case with simple 
atemporal terms of categories dependent (directly or indirectly)  on features of their component 
sounds, i.e., those categories whose acoustical parameters are identical wilh or derived from one 
of the th ree basic physical attri bUl.es of sou  nd: intensity,  freq uency, and duration.  AI.  0, continuous 
versions of transitions between opposite terms of those catego ries can  be embodied in  one long-
lasting sound. However, by defin ition any single sound can never represent terms of the two, las l.-
mentioned categories ("ma.,'\imal vs. minimal time-span" and "temporal mobiJity vs. immobi lity"). 
because  their common parameter is a time-span between the onsets of successive sound , and 
thus it assumes the occurrence of at least two sO LLnd phenomena. Since every  segment is determined 
by  a set of terms chosen  from  all  categories,  lhis w ould preclude the possibilil.y  of one-sound 
segments in  general. Yet, in  practice,  if the time-span  is large  enough, the ro llowing  or  two 
consecutive sounds can belong already to the next segment..  Consequenlly, also the posilive term 
of "ma.,ximal vs. minimal time-span" as well  as version 2 of the negative term of ·'temporal mobi lity 
vs.  immobility"  may be represented by a single sound. 
With regard to the basic system, the next step in the "trculslatory rules" consists in seWing the 
dependencies between values of the acoustical parameters of ind ividual catego ries  I.al<en by single 
sounds on one hand, and  the parameters of the processes of sound generation on the other (2). 
For the elaboration of articulatory definitions this is of practical importance only inasmuch as  it 
leads each time to the  cI iscovery of a lllotoric parameter by means of  which the acoustical parameter 
of a given category  CCUl be regulated. Such a motoric parameter is that from among several pertinent 
aspects of a sowld generation process which, provided all the others are equal, keeps a proportional 
link w ith  the acoustical parameter. 
The closest motoric correlate  ..  of the three  basic physical attributes or sound covered by  the 
basic system- frequency, duration, and intensity- are,  respectively,  the size or a vibrating body, 
the dural.ion and  the force of the excitation event. Thus the motoric parameters 0[' all  categories 
concern exclusively a vibrator and an excitation. At this point the articulation of the basic sy  .. l.em 
appears to diEfer from  that or  the timbre system, for w hich the only relevant  factors 0[' sound 
generation processes are interacting bodies (vibrators and  inciter ,), the way orexcil.ing the former 
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by  the laLler bei  ng left aside. Consequenlly,  as applied to  the basic system,  the last linl<  in the 
lranslalory rules  (3) consisls in determining the available values of each motoric parameter (or 
eilher vibralors or for  excilalion events involved in  individual sound  generation  processes  of 
Penderecki's sonoristic pieces. As will be demonstrated, in cases of some motoric parameters the 
range o[ values available [or a given sound source or excitation event is contingent upon further 
properlies of lhose  lwo component [actors of sound generalion  processes. Such properties thus 
become bases for classificalion of vibralors and excitations according lo the basic system. 
With regard lo  I~bra lors, lheir classes lvill be divided in consideration o[ constructional properties. 
Now , the very notion of construction reasonably applies only to solid substances. Thus, as wilh the 
timbre system, air as an  originally designed sound source o[ wind instruments and the human 
voice will  be omilled here in  classifications of sound sources on the grounds of the basic system 
categories. '1'llose classiucalions ,vill  lhus be confined  to  bodies  lisled as vibrators in Diagram  1. 
Yet,  in contradi  linclion  to the material calegories o[ tbe timbre system, indil~ du al term s of basic 
system categories can also be arliculaled by singing or blowing. Therefore, these  two latter kinds 
of  sound generation had lo be taken into account by the composer in his elaboration ofarticuJatory 
deO nitions. Accord i  ngly, si  ngi  ng and  blo\l~ng  will in  the following discussion be considered as the 
equivalents of parLicular classes of vi  bra  ling bodies. Still, it is essential to bear in  mind tbat their 
affilialion will always be indirect.  This is so because they ,viII be classified not in consideration of 
the conslruction  of an air Iribrator, but merely in  virtue of their sharing a range of values  of an 
acouslical parameter o[ a given category equivalent to a range of the motoric parameter condi tioned 
by the conslructional properL y  consti Lu tive of a given class of sound sou  rces and, as such, available 
[or solid  bodies forming the set of its proper representatives. 
After the translatory rule' are elaborated, the articuJatory definitions of individual categories of 
Penderecki's basic system will  be formulated,  whicbis the ultimate goal  of this chapter. Each 
definition  \\~ II  s peci~1  all  the ways  in  which every term  of a category (i.e.,  every interval  of its 
proper acoustical parameter) can be obtained in a segment. Plainly, for individual sOlmd generation 
processes this specification is possible only in so far as values belonging to an equivalent interval 
of the moloric parameler of a given category  occur. If  this category leads to classification of vibrators 
or exci  L ation even  ts, aU  ways of accom  plislling such values for each class will be given. However. as 
stated previously,  in  the case  of categories  whose  acouslical parameters are derivatives  of 
Frequency- "spatial continuity vs. discontinuity"  and  "spatial  mobility vs. immobility"- some 
term ' characterizing segments need not be represented by all  the component sounds but. on the 
contrary,  can also  be accomp lished  by the co-occurrence  of several sounds which, if taken 
individually. would represent some other terms. In conseqllence, intervals oCthe motoric parameters 
equivalent to such terms can thus be articulated by the cooperation of several sound generation 
processes. Note, however.  lhat an interval of val  ues of a motoric parameter ensures the occurrence 
of an equivalent interval of an acouslical  parameter and, in  further con equence,  brings about a 
given term  only in so far as  the sound generation processes that Lal<e  place cooperatively do  not 
display differences concerning any other aspect pertinent [or a given category. If  sLich add itional 
differences happen, the proportional link between the 11l0toric and  the acoustical parameL ers of a 
category is broken, whereby, for articulation  of ils lerms,  the occurrence of equivalent values of 
lhe motoric parameter is no longer eiLher sufficient or necessary. 
Individual way.  of m"licu  lating terms of basic sy  tem calegories will  be illustrated with musical 
examples chosen from  the scores of Penc1erecki's sonorislic pieces. Y et even if in  the context of a 
given category every such example is discussed  in consideralion o[ the single term it represents, 
it is in  fact always a bundle of several L erms chosen from all  the categories, i.e.,  the realization of 
a segmen  t. In lh is w ay. one musical exam  pie can be used  1.0  ill usLrate lerms of different categories. 
The calegories  themselves  w ill  in  Lurn  be discussed in  order of the basic physical attribute  of 
sound  to  which Lhey refer:  frequency,  ill tensity, and duration. The latter. temporal parameter wi ll 
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have its conlinuation in the categories "temporal mobility v . immobility" anel "ma;"imal vs. minimal 
time-span". As  independent  of  ounding acoustical properties,  those two categories  are not 
connected with any aspects of indilridual sound generation processes and, consequenLly,  do  not 
call for cIa sification of either sound  ources or excitation events. 
As  \\~th the case of acouslical definitions,  the following di cu sion  \\~ II concern only Ihe simple 
terms of individual categories. Slill, not all of them  \\~ Il  be separately defi ned on  the arliculatory 
level.  This is so since,  as  regards equivalent terms of different  categories,  thcir  articulatory 
definitions would have  1.0  contain  redundant specifications of the same articulatory phenomena. 
As  pointed out  in  the paragraph on  "Formal incompatibililies"  (see  5.U), this problem of 
equivalencies between term ' concerns mo Lly the following, hierarchicRlly  linked binR ry  opposil ions: 
"high vs. low register" Rnd  "extreme vs.  middle regi ter".  "minimal vs. maximal time-span" and 
"temporal mobility  vs. immobility". Therefore, in this chapter only one orthe interrelated categorie 
forming such a hierarchical pair w ill  be defined in its entirety; the articulatory definition of the 
other \\~11 be confIl1ed to those of its terms which do  not have  lheir  regular equivalents among 
simple terms of the former. 
SPATIAL CONTINUITY VS.  SPATIAL DISCONTINUITY 
Since sound frequency remains in a proportional Link  to the dislance travelled by the pulse within 
the body of a I~b ra tor,  tbe result of frequencies, which conslitutes  the parRmeter of the category 
"spatial continuity vs. discontinuity"  in both its acoustical definitions, is direc Liy proporLionall.o 
the result of such distances; ill tu rn, the latter is idenlical wi  I.h  the resul t of the sizes of a vi brali ng 
body measured along the direction of the pulse's travel.  In order to  make practicRI use of thi . 
motoric parameter, however, one must know the clirection oCthe pulse as it travels  \\~thin a vibraling 
body. In other words,  one needs a theory of sound-source acoustics. Analysis of the way in  which 
sound sources are operated in Penderecki's sonoristic pieces suggests that the theory assumed  by 
the composer consti  tu tes an ideal ization of real acoustical processes. Th is idealization is si  m  pi i[jed 
in  that it does  not account for  different  modes  of vibration  happening simultaneously within a 
vibraling body. In this way Penderecki omits the problem of particles- an extremely vague one in 
the case of percussion instruments as w ell as new  sound sources- yet still  gaining an approximation 
of sound phenomena sufficient to operate effectively his highly differ  en  tiated sel of I~ bra to rs, even 
if-as will turn out- the cost he had to pay for  this simplification were arbitrary classification' of 
some vibrators. 
A ccording to this idealization, the pulse as a transverse disturbance or wave radiates uniformly 
in all directions in the space set up by pertinent dimensions of a vibrator. Every distance traveled 
by the pulse thus equals a section that cuts across the point of excilation and that is confined  by 
the edges of the vibrating body. Since every direction fixes one disL ance, it therefore follows  that. 
for a single vibrating body,  the result of such distances can be greater than zero only if the pulse 
travels simultaneously in  several different direclions. The number of directions varies.  in  turn, 
with the num ber of perLinent dimensions ofLhe vibrating body.  Obviously, every vibrator is Lbree-
dimensional, but the sizes of lhose dimensions need not be comparable. If  a size of  some dimension 
is negligibly small  in  comparison w iLh  olle of the others, such a dimension is to be considered as 
non-perL inent. Therefore the classification of vibrators according to Lhe category "spatial continuiLy 
vs.  discontinuity" is made with  respcctto tbeir shape as  onc-, two-, or three-dimensional bodies. 
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of vibrators that  are class ified in  parallel to  the one-dimensional class,  such as piano, hflrp, 
vibraphone, or tubular bells. Most likely, at the base of those techniques-which otherwise, in  the 
ca  e of two-dimensional  bodies, are not  indispensal)le in  the production of spatial continuity-
there lies the composer's experience with three-dimensional vibrators. 
In application  to choral effects,  the rule of predomination  of temporal  continuity over spatial 
con tinui ty causes t.hat consonants-a,' vocal eq  uivalen  ts of sounds of three-di mensional bod ies-
are considered to  be spatially continuous provided they are long  lasting,  like /sz/ required by 
Penderecki  in  paragraphs 149-157 ofDirnensions (Ex. 49). 
Negative term (-) 
A ccording to  its first definition, the negative term  of  the discussed cnlegory arises  \\'hen the 
maximal result of distances run by the pulse(s) amounts 0 1' is 'ufficienlly close to zero  (version I  ). 
Th  is happens in the case of any si  ngle one-di  mensional vibrator, as w ell as of several simul janeou 'Iy 
vibrating bodies of the same kind and  size, and  brings about a single pitch. Ot h e l'\\~ se, a single 
pitch constitutes the touchstone of spatial discontinuity, even if it i  performed by several  tuned 
vibrators of different kinds.7 
In  the second version, the negative term  of "spatial continuity vs. discontinuity"  arises  from 
several remote pitches dispersed in the musical space. In contradi tinction to large-interval clusters, 
the intervals between such pitches are unequal, and  the pitches them elves occur. as a rule, non-
simultaneously. The same version  of the negative term occurs also by the cooperation of several 
three-dimensional vibrators,  which produce  an  array of "clicks" extending across  the musical 
space. The simiJarity of these clicks to the several remote pitches of tuned in 'truments is  e \~ d e n ced 
strikingly in the example below. There the  field of several distant pitches in the winds is superseded 
by a field of individual clicks on three-dimensional bodies. The change concerns only the timbre, 
w hile the spatial discontinuity is preserved in  both cases: 
l In the case of several silllullaneously vibrating bodies  Ihe frequency value will  never be idenlical. yel Ihis 
f~ lc t does nol disturb the negalive lerlll as il is represenled on the acousl ical level by an interval or frequency 
values whose upper limil is nol slaled univocally. 
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HIGH  REGISTER  VS.  LOW  REGISTER 
Frequency constituting the common acouslical parameter of bolh  hierarchically Ill1ked categories 
"high v . low register" and "middle vs. extreme register" is inversely proportional  to the size of a 
sound source. Thus the smaller the body, the higher the frequency. And conversely, the larger the 
size, the lower the frequency  of\~bration .  On the articulatory level, one could  thu  define high and 
low registers  as properties  of sound  produced by small  and  large  vibrator , respe -Lively,  of a 
given kind. 
The import of this motoric parameter is, however, quite limited. For again, as in  the case of the 
two  categories discussed earlier, it does not apply to  three-dimensional  ound sources.  \Iso.  its 
application to one- and  two-dimensional vibrators involves serious dirricullies. These difficulties 
tem from  the fact that "large"  and  "small" are relational descriplions;  lhat is to say,  one can 
determine only whether one vibrator is larger or smaller than another viliral.or, the lalter const  it uling 
a point of comparison for the former. Y et because the proportional I  ink between size and  frequency 
exists only inasmuch as all  remaining propertie  of the vibrator are preserved, vibrators of single 
unchangeable sizes  (see above "spatial  mobility vs. immobilily")-which canno\:  be reasonably 
compared to any other size- are by this very fact beyond  the reach of this parameler, too. IL  thus 
appears that the size of a vibrator, as a motoric parameter of the discussed category, appl ies only 
lo  those vibrating bodies that, on  the basis of the category of "spatial  mobi lity liS.  immobility"". 
were classified as having either changeable or several  unchangeable sizes. Sti ll, such a compari.·on 
bri ngs abou ton Iy relative concl  u ions: it i . possi  ble to decide lhat the sou  nd of a  mailer \"ibralor 
will  be higher than the sound of a larger one within a given kind of sound source. but not among 
'everal  different kinds. A common observation is that eren the smallest vibrator of a given kind 
may occasionally produce  a frequency value lower than  that of the biggest vibrator of another 
kind.  The identification of register on the basis of size, across different kinds of sound  sources, 
could thus result in considerable di.·crepancies offrequency values betw een the sounds that those 
'ources produce. 
This diFriculty  is overcome by a scale of pitches,  which levels material  and  constructional 
differences between kinds ofvibrators, and  prO\~d es them wilh a common datum-plane t  hat in. ures 
the comparability of their sounds. At  the same time.  however.  the comparison  of sizes  becomes 
'upernuous and, because pitch is an attribute of sound sensation, tbe articulatory definition in 
the case  of tuned vibrating bodies  turns once  again-as  oth e r\\~se was the case  with  "spalial 
co nLinuit ~y vs. discontinuity"  and  " ,'pa ti a l mobi li t~1 vs. immobiJity"- f'rom I  he motor to the perceplual 
level.  On the other hand, to know a pitch is not equivalenll.o knowing a register, i.e., a lerm of the 
discussed category, represented by pilch. Since one cannot precisely determine a range of pit.ches 
equivalent  to a given register, there will  always  be pitches  whose  registral affiliation  remains 
doublful  and, as such, context-dependent. 
In the case of untuned vibrating bodies. the difficulty springing from  the relational character of 
the motoric parameter remains insurmountable. Hence. although in  the absence of the common 
scale of pitches  the size of vibrator is retained here as the (however imperfect)  criterion for 
elaborating articulatory defin itions of individual terms. it  nevertheless  requ ires aural-and. as 
such, again  perceptual-\'crifi ·ation. In  the end,  aural verification  remains  the only tool for 
qualifying the sounds of three-dimensional hodies. Even so, as among individual pitches, so also 
among sounds of  indefinite pitch produced by untuned sou nd  sources: sounds occur  whose 
affilialion, in  respect of the registers that they r'epresent , appear  1.0 be vague. Therefore,  lhe 
following definitions. apart  from vibrators whose sounds arc qual ified univocally, will also specify 
those  I  hat are moslly representatives  of a given term, but.  which occasionally may  represent.  a 
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6.3.  ORCHESTRATION  AND  INSTRUMENTAL 
TECHNIQUES  IN  PENDERECKI'S  SONORISTIC 
WORKS 
In the preceding chapters, arliculatory definilions of ind ividulli categories of Penderecki's timbre 
and basic system led to  four different classificaLions of vibrating bodies. Categories of the timbre 
system classified  vibrators according to their material properties  inl.o metal, wood,  and  leather. 
On  the other hand,  basic-system arl.iculations formed the basis of three  further classificalions 
made according to  construcLional properLies. 
YeL , the incl  usion of a vibraLi ng body ina given class was someLimes made by the com  poser ina 
highly arbitrary way. Even  if iL  does  not really possess  a consl.ituLive properLy of  'ome class,  a 
vlbraLor can be ranked among iLs representatives as a substiLule, i.e" as a maLerial or construcl.ional 
substitute for a given  class  of sound  sources. In extreme cases  such arbiLrariness  results in  a 
double classil\cation  of the same vibrator  treated as  a represental.ive  of two  different classes, 
di\rided on the basis of tbe same category according Lo  Lhe same property. This situaLion applies to 
piano.  harp, vibraphone,  xiJorimba, triangle,  bridges  and L ailpiece  of cellos  and  contrabasses, 
cowbells, and metal lamellae. H the different double classi  rLcal ion of Lhe two laLl.er  ound sources 
isjusLified by a real difference in property, depending on whel.her Lhey are played in their suspended 
or prone posilion, in all the remaining cases  Lhe polyvalence  in classificaLion  occurs even Lhough 
no  change  of properties  takes  place.  In spiLe of Lhis,  Lhose  vibraLors are interpreL ed  as  having 
mutually exclusive  properties and, according Lo  Lhose  inLerpreL ations. are operated differenLly in 
different  musical  contexL s. Obviously,  from  Lhe poinL  of view  of Lhe composer.  two differenL 
in  L erpreL ations of the  same  vi brator are acknowledged as two in L en  L ionally eli ITeren  L  sou  nd sou  rces 
though incidenLally residing in only one physical body. 
Therefore,  only after the cla.'sifjcaLions have elucidaL ed all  Ihe cases of double inl.erpreL alions 
o[ \ribraLing bodies can one make a fulllisL  of sound sources in Penderecki 's sonorisLic sL yle. This 
list ari 'es from a combi nation of all fou r classi  rications,  as shown  in  Lhe followi ng L able (Table 5). 
Because for  LITis L ask only classifications by properLies  of a single vibrator  are  pertinenL  Lhe 
subdivision of bodies of unchangeable size  inLo indilridual single-sized  items and  inlo collecl ions 
of different sizes  is noL  included here, 
The superposition of classificaLions reveals six L ypes of sound sources (\ribraL ors). each qualified 
by a seL  of maL erial and conslrucLional properlies relevanL  for caL egories of Lhe L imbre and  basic 
systems. Stri  kingly, most of Lhose L ypes have thei  r cou n  l.erparLs in grou  ps of con L emporary W esL ern 
insLrumenLs.  as  classified  by Polish acoustician and  organologist.  Mieczyslaw Drobner (1960). 
The type defined as  "metal  one-dimensional  dampened  vibraLors of changeable size"  and 
represenLed exclusively by  sLrings  of sLringed instrumenl.s clearly consliLul.es  an  equivalenL  of 
chordophones. "Leather Lwo-dimensional dampened vibrators ofunchangeable sizes" are  ecruivalent 
to membranophones, and "wooden three-dimensional dampened  \~bral.o r s" Lowooden idiophones. 
Two  furLher L ypes- "one- and  Lwo-dimensional  undampened vibralors of unchangeable size ,"-
form  subdivisions of metaJ  idiophones,  being represenLed respecLively by metal  bars and  plaLes 
together wiLh  Lheir maLerial and  conslruclional subslil.uLes. Only  Ihe type qualified as  "metal 
L h  ree-d i  mensional dampened vibraLors of unchangeable size"  has no eq  LI ivalen  t among i  nstrumen  ts 
in Drobner's classificaLion:  to find iLs place  Lhere. il would have  1.0 be classified as a th ird subclass 
of melal id iophones  on a level wiLh  bars and  plaL es.
1 
1 The reason 1'01 ' I.his analogy bclween lypes or Pend  recki's vi  bral ors and  Drobner's classi  fical ion is,  plai n  Iy, 
Lhal  I  he laller. as any sys l.cmaLic dassifical ion of insLru mcnls. refers pl'illlarily L o vi  bral ing bodies. 01  henrise. 
il is nol. unlikely LhalLhc classificaLions of'vilJralors made  by P cnderecki as wcll as his id ealizal.ion ofacouslical 
proccsses were inspired by Drobncr's book I lls/1"lI1I1elliozlif/?cslwo i IIkllstl/ka, firsl.  published in J  960. 
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Table 5. Types of vibrators employed in sonoristic pieces by Krzysztof Penderecki and their representatives 
METAL  LEATHER 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL  TWO-DIMENSIONAL  THREE-DIMENSIONAL  TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
DAMPENED  UNDAMPENED  UNDAMPENED  DAMPENED  DAMPENED 
CHANGEABLE  UNCHANGEABLE  UNCHANGEABLE  UNCHANGEABLE 
slrings of stringed insLrUl11cnls  strings of the piano  cymbnls  edges of  timpani  skins of timpani 
in front of the bridge 
strings of the hnrp  slispended glass lamellae  edges of bongos  skins of bongos 
bars of the vibraphone  I11clal lamcllac  edges of tOIll-toms  skins of 1 0m-toms 
bars of the glockenspiel  cowbells  edges of snare-drums  skins of conga drums 
bars of celesta  bnfs of the vibraphone  mechanism of stops ancl  pistons 
skins of snare-drums  of wind instruments 
bars of the xilorimba  strings of the harp  key mechanism 
of the typewriter 
tubes of thc tubular bells  strings of the piano 
electric bell 
triangle  tubes of the tubular bells 
whistles 
gong 
piece of iron 
tam tam 
gloss bar 
Javanese gong 
metal lamellae 
sheet metal 
cowbells 
triangle 
strings of stringed instruITIcllls 
between bridge and  l:JiJpiece 
bridges and tailpieces of 
violoncellos and conlrabasses 
WOOD 
THREE-DiMENSIONAL 
DAMPENED 
wood blocks 
wood drums 
bars of the xilorimb;1 
clavcs 
desk or chair 
handle end of a beater 
guiro 
rattle 
piece of wood 
fingerboards of stringed 
instruments 
sOllnd boards of stringed 
instruments 
bridges and tailpieces 
of stringed instruments 
I 
I 
If") 
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Vibrators constituling tokens of the same t)1)e mosl oflen cooperale with each other  . .Hence, lhe 
above-listed SL'I:  t)1Jes of  ound sources conslilule a fundamenlal delerminanl of orcheslralion in 
Penderecki's sonori tic pieces. and accounl for its peculiarilies- so  lriking in  comparison with 
lradilional orchestralion: not only for Ihose idiosyncrasies poinled oul numerous limes by crilics 
and  music analysts,  but  also  for  lrails unnoliced by them.  Obviously,  Penderecki's  sonorislic 
orchestration  deviates  l'  Tom  traditional orcheslralion  lo  the same exlen  t lha 1 the above  lypes 
diverge  f1'om  the division  of lradilional  ymphonic orchesl!'a inlo  slring,  wind,  and  percussion 
instruments. 
A cursory survey reveals already thal, among the  LX  types ofvibraling bodies, aerophones are 
missing. This fact sheds light on  the inferior position of wind instrumenls in Penderecki's early 
sonoristic pieces, in comparison  \\~ lh the pride of place given slrings and  percussion.  lill, while 
the former  instrumental  group  has ils  counlerparl  in  one  lype of  vibralor  only (lhat of 
chordophonesl, the laller embraces as many a  live remaining lypes. The resulling emancipalion 
of individual groups wilhin  the sel of percussion  instruments  (membranophones,  wooden 
idiophones, lhree  groups of metal idiophones)  eems lo have  escaped the allention of earlier 
commentators on Penderecki's  sonoristic period.  Neverlheless,  lhal emancipalion accounls 
significantly  for  the privileged posilion  of percllssion in  the works considered in the presenl 
sludy. 
The elevalion  of slrings  and  percu sion  finds its furlher juslificalion  in  I  he leading roles  of 
these lwo orchestral groups,  as  resources of \ribralors represenling individual lypes  0('  \~ braling 
bod ies. In the case of slringed i  nstrumenls. lhis springs from lheir complexi  ly: each il em con lai  ns 
several elemenls, different as lo malerial and conslruclional properties which are relevanl for  lhe 
calegories of the lim bre and basic syslems and, as such, form  I  he bases of i  nd i\~ dual classificalions 
of \~bralors .  On  the olher hand, the richnes.  of percussion resulls mainly from  the facllhal. in 
conlraslto Ihe uniformity ofslringed inslrumenls,  Lhis orcheslral group is highly differentiaL ed 
internally,  as an assembly of inslrumenls radically c1il'erse in  lheir malerial make-up and  means 
of conslruction. Furthermore,  the percussion  seclion  in  Penderecki's sonorislic pieces is much 
larger and  diverse lhan  lhal of the lraditional symphonic orchestra,  made so by the ilJclusion of 
inslruments (such as sLlspended cymbals, bongos. conga drums, and  the like) which are usually 
employed in popula.r  music and jazz  ralher lhan in  al'l  music. as well  as by Lhe addition of non-
musical sound  tools- all  of which are subsumed  under the percussion parLs.2 I-rence. lhough 
some of  the percussion  inslrumenls are of a rudimenLary conslruclion  con,'isling only of one 
elemenl (such as the wooden cla.ves), the diversily of this group as a whole and  its conlribul ion  lo 
lhe sel of sound sources employed by the composer surpas,'es even I  hal of slringed inslrumenls. 
That, in spite of lhis apparenl facl, percussion  never occurs independently as the only slafr or a 
sonorislic piece, being in  lhis respeclless discriminaled in  the composer's favour lhan slring . il 
has  lwo  imporlant reasons. First, while the string orchestra already exisls in  lrad ilional mu 'ical 
praclice as a "ready-made" ensemble, vasl perC'ussion orchesl.ras are unique. and were even more 
so in  the 1960s. To galher such an ensemble of players, as w ell  as such a variely of i  nslrumenls, 
wou ld prove so difficull as lo minimize considerably the number of performances of a piece scored 
for  percussion only.a Secondly,  in  the group of percussion inslrumenls lhere occLir  no vibralors 
characterized by changeabilily of size. As  can be ascerlained from the above  table. the laller 
~ AI I he I urn of j 950s, along with other W eslern currenl sol' conteillporary Illusic, jazz also began to rtow i  !lto 
Poland and  very quickly gained great popularity. This high interest in jazz, shared frolllihe very beginning 
by Penderecki.  found its manifesLation in Adiolls. it piece  1'0 1'  I'ree jazz orcheslra.  composed  in  1971. 
:ISuch a misforlune befell, for instance,  EdgAr  \farese's  pieees  for percussion orchrslrCl.  which, because of 
organizational difficulties alLached  1.0 their performance. reillained forgollen for decades ,Uld \\'ere rc-discovered 
as late as the J  950s. 
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conslruclional properly is vesL ed exclusively in  the strings of stringed instruments, which (apart 
[rom the h  LI man voice) are the only  sound sou fces capable of arLiculating a combination of "temporal 
immobilily" wilh "spatial mobility" resulting in a glissando: an effect impracticable for percussion 
in spite of all  its richness. Undoubtedly,  the privileged position of strings over percussion may be 
partially explained by the musical educalion of the composer. Y et, in the conlext of the two above-
mentioned reasons,  of  practical and  lheorelical nalure respectively,  Penderecki's  hands-on 
familiarily w ilh  stringed inslrumenls and string-playing lechJ1iques  seems lo  be of much Jess 
imporlance  lhan some biographers claim. 
Thorough sludy of Table 5 shows lhal some in 'lrumenls occur as lokens of the several different 
lypes lisled. This results from  the facl thal, while orchestral groups are classified by instruments, 
lhe t}1)010gy of Penderecki's sonoristic orcheslralion  refers lo vibrating bodies. Traditionally,  the 
notion of an inslrumenl aclm ils of only  one kind of  vi  bra lor, represented either by a single element 
of an inslrumental corpus or by a collection of elemenls idenlical as to malerial and conslruction. 
Meanwhile,  as poinled oul in  Chapler 6.1.  in  Penclerecki's sonorism the function  ofvibralors is 
fulfilled  also  by elemenls nol  originally designed as  such.  rrhus,  as  usually happens,  if a new 
vibralor of some inslrumenl differs from  the traditional one as regards material or conslructional 
properlic . rei  evan l for the classi  fi Ct'1lions of sound sources on the basis of timbre and basic systems, 
suc.h a vibralor is by  necessily the token of a differenllype than  the originally designed sound 
source. ConscquenLly. one inslrumenl  belongs  to  several t}1)eS  of vibralors,  being represented 
there by i  ls di fferent elemenls. A n exlreme exam pie of such a phenomenon is stringed instruments, 
whose  elemenls occur in lhree  differenl  lypes:  (1)  strings  in  front of  the bridge are  included 
among the chordophones; (2) strings between bridge andlailpiece as well as bridges and tailpieces 
of cellos  and  conlrabasses  belong  to lhree-dimensional metal idiophones;  (3)  sound  boards, 
fingerboards,  bridges and lailpieces are ranked among wooden idiophones. As another example: 
lom loms, limpani, snare drums. and I ongos belong to membranophones a  regards theil' striking 
surfaces, bullo lhree-dimensional metal idiophones as regards their edges. Even more curious is 
lhe case of wind  inslruments in  the table al)ove.  There they are represenled by mechanisms of 
slops and  pi lons and numbered again among lhree-dimensional  metal idiophones, even though 
lheir original sound source (air) is nol included among the classification al all. As one can see,  in 
Penderecki's 1;onorism the employment of unlraditional  parts of instrumenl  bodies  as  sound 
sources desL abilizes the very nolion of an  "instrumenl". Unlike in  tradilional orchestration, here 
lhe use of one andlhe same instrumenl can be manifold, in  the sense  lhal such an inslrument 
cooperat  es wi lh di  fferen  l sets of olher insLru menls in differen  l con  texts, depending upon which of 
ils elemenl  is employed as a sound source in a gi\'en sound-generation  process. 
One more remark  musl be made in  this connection. AJllhe newly found vibrators of lrad ilional 
musical inst.rumenls  represent.  idiophones- either wooden or three-dimensional melal ones-
which in the symphonic orcheslra  constitule a part of  the percussion  .'lafe  r rhis is why sound 
generation  processes  involving al}1Jical sound  sources of originally non-percussion  instrumenls 
(strings and wi  nds) were Ia.beled by earlier com  men  lalms as "percussive effecls", an  insufficien  l if 
nol inaccurale expression. Since I  he affilialion of an  inslrumenl  \\~lh a given orcheslral group is 
made prima rily  according to its vibrator. a change o[ \~b ral i ng  body also cau es a chmlge of affiliation. 
Thus, slriking the sound  board of stringed instrumenls doe' nolresuit merely in a "percussive 
effect"-il  act.ually t.urns t.hem inlo percu sion instrumenLs. Similarly,  tapping on the slops and 
pislons of brass 01'  woodwind  ca.uses  I  hem lo become percussion instruments: in  such cases, 
lhose  inslruments should  no longer be lreated as  \\~nd s . 
I Cases ofadulleral ion (i.e., occurrences ofdiffcrcnl kinds ofYibraLing bodies as illlmovable paris ofLhe  saJlle 
instrulllenl) are always exceptional and do nol occur on I  he slaff of the symphonic orchestra. 
147 22  striking with a drumstick 
23  striking with handle ends of soft sticks 
)? 
lfl  24  playing with fingers (con dita)  ~ 
N  25  striking with a kettledrum stick  0 
~ 
26  bowing the edge of a cymbal  (arco)  8. 
'"  5" 
SUSPENDED GLASS LAMELLAE 
:3 
27  striking with drumsticks 
METAL LAMELLAE 
28, 76  striking with drumsticks 
COWBELLS 
29, 77  sU-iking with drumsticks 
GONG 
47  striking with a tliangle rod 
48  drawing the edge of a fingernail across the striking surFace 
49  playing with wire brushes 
50  striking with a drumstick 
51  striking with the handle end of a kettledrum stick 
52  playing with fingers (con dila) 
53  striking with a kettledrum stick 
TAM TAM 
54  striking with a triangle rod 
55  playing with wire brushes 
56  striking with a kettledrum stick 
57  bowing the edge of the striking surFace (arco) 
JAVANESE GONG 
58  striking with a kettledrum stick 
SHEET METAL 
59  rubbing with a file (Ji 
~ 
9S+107 
100+101 
101 
100+10 1+69 
10]+69 
100+10 1+ 107 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
102 
103 
105 
lOS 
109 
110 
70 
striking with a kettledrum stick on another stick laid on the striking surface 
SNARE DRUMS 
striking with drumsticks 
striking with drumsticks (snares off) 
striking with drumsticks simultaneously  on skins and edges 
striking with drumsticks simultaneously  on skins and edges (snares off) 
striking with a drumstick on another stick laid on the striking surface 
TYPEWRITER 
ELECTRIC BELL 
WHISTLES 
PIECE OF IRON 
sawing with a hand-saw 
GLASS BAR 
rubbing with a file 
WOODBLOCKS 
striking with hard-headed sticks 
WOOD DRUMS 
striking with hard-headed sticks 
CLAVES 
GUTRO 
RATTLE 
PIECE OF WOOD 
sawing with a hand-saw 
WINDS 
MECHANISM OF STOPS AND PISTONS 
;0 
o 
~ 
C/J 
~ 
~ 
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2), where thick fhune' marking new inciters and  vibrators are lengthened respectively into all 
rows and columns tL'(ed by them. In turn, thick squares marking new  sound generators, regardless 
of whether Lhey arise th  rough prolongaLion or rows and col  u  m  ns or i  ndependen  U y of them, em  brace 
both triangle fields ofpossible sound generation processes. It is noteworthy that no single triangle 
of thickened  frame occur  in  the diagram: this means Lhat no new instrumental techniques arise 
in Penderecki's sonoristic pieces as interactions between bodies of traditional sound generators. 
In order to explain fully the richness ofPenderecki's new instrumental techniques in  hi  sonori'tic 
pieces, it  thus suffices to limit oneself to explaining the reasons for OCCUlTences of new  bodies and 
their  combinations  into  new  sound  generators. Such explanation  will  be  made  below,  as  a 
commentary on the foregoing diagram. 
It will  become evident, bow ever, in  the course  of further discussion, that  not every novelty 
occurs as a token of a non-ex.istent or insufficiently represented type. Sometimes new bodies or 
new sound generators occur in spite of the fact that their types are represented satisfactor ily, Yet, 
one has to bear in mind that those higher level phenomena never occur in isolation. Instead, they 
are always involved in phenomena of lower levels: bod ies, b  they vibrators or i  nci  tel's, partici  pate 
in generators, and both bodies and generators take parL  in  individual sound generation processes. 
In  the cases  of  new  phenomena unjustified in  types  on  their  prope l'  hierarchical levels,  tbe 
explanation is thus of a practical nature, and springs from  phenomena of lower levels in w hich the 
former participate. In turn,  those lower level phenomena have their own theoretical justification 
in  types represented by them.  In  this way a sort of a dialectic between  phenomena of higher and 
lower levels arises: it  is not only tbat  the former explain  the novelty of the latter,  but also, and 
conversely,  that the latter elucidate the novelty of the fo rmer. Finally, as concerns the invention of 
new bodies,  sound  generators,  and  sound  generation  processes as related  to the instrumental 
techniques of stringed instruments: such inventions w ere additionally stimulated by the compo  er's 
intent  to  employ that group independently,  in  sonoristic pieces  for  string orchestra and  string 
quartet. 
Bodies 
Many new bodies were introduced in Penderecki's sonoristic pieces  for their material  properties. 
'I'hough in  the "timbre system" metal, wood, and leather were conceived as equiponderant terms 
of the ternary opposition, metal obviously dominated the two remaining primary materials among 
the originally designed sound sources of traditional instruments. In  comparison \\~ th the large 
number of metal vibrators in stringed instruments and percussion. leather and wooden vibrating 
bodies  were represented  very modestly,  not only as  to  l<ind, but also  as  to  the sheer number of 
items jammed onto the staff of the symphonic orchestra 'core. 
A s regards the representation of wooden bodies, this explains why-in  add ition 1.0 claves, guiro, 
raganella,  xilorimba,  as  w ell  as  wood  blocks and  wood drums-the composer's  interests also 
included  other wooden things which were available as  parts of instruments or of instrumental 
accessories. Tn  that respecl, Penderecki's most sign  i[icanl d  i co very was that of the wooden elemen  ts 
found  in  the string section: 'ounel  boards,  fingerboards,  bridges and  tailpieces, as well  as chairs 
and  desks used as vibralors,  which, though detached from the actual boely of the inst.ruments, 
were still  sub,'umed under their instrumental parts.  The weight of their  inclusion  in  the set of 
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By contrasl, the material category 0(' melal is richly represenled by the vibralor  of lradilional 
orchestral instrumenls, as poinled oul earlier. Therefore, I enderecki's inlroduclion of new  melal 
bodies is juslified nol by lheir material, but by lheir construclional properlies. The largesl group 
of new metal sound sources is lhal of lhree-dimensional melal idiophone . In  f a.cl, no lradilional 
vibralor  is represenled in  lhal group, which explains why it has  no  counterparl in  Drobner's 
classificalion of inslrumenls. Thal enlire inslrwnenlal "lree"  had lo be crealed from  the boltom 
up  by Penderecki. Ils lrunk is constituled by the edges of membranophones, stops and  pislons of 
\\~nd s, the lypewriter, as well  as  the eleclric bell, whisi.les, a piece of iron, and a glass  btu:  Since 
this group has  no ilems among slringed inslrumenls, slrings belween bridge and  lailpiece are 
used as substilules  of il  lokens. In  turn, lheir low-regisl  I' subslilules are eslablished by lhe 
bridges and  lailpieces of low stringed in 'lruments  lrealed as melal bodies  (as noled in  Chapler 
6.1). 
The group of two-dimensional  melal sound sources originally consisled of gong and  tam tam, 
and somelimes included pairs of cymbals. To enrich this group, the composer inlroduced inlo it 
an exotic Javanese gong, suspended cymbals (used in jazz bands), and  an enlirely new objecl, a 
piece of sheel metal (called a lastra). Glass and metal lamellae, as well as conslruclional subslilu les 
for melal pi  ales (a triangle, cowbells), were lo supplemenl lhe small bodies in lhis group in order 
lo help produce sounds in high registers. Their justificalion thus lies in the size of the vibralor-
a category relevant for the basic syslem,  lhough nol forming a dislincl classificalion. 
Although partly juslified as tokens of lheir proper, wealdy represenled, lypes of vibralors, lhe 
piece of iron, glass bar, and sheel metal occur in Penderecki'  sonorislic works mainly [or the sake 
of sound  generation  processes  involving the horizonlal excilation  of melal vibralors by metal 
inciters. As in the case of wood, rubbing melal surfaces of instrumenls wilh another melal body 
would risk scratching or  other damage  to  the inslrumenl.  Hence, sound  generalion proces  es 
represenling such lypes are inslead  made by non-musical objecls,  0 11  which, wilhoul harm, one 
can use saws and files as inciters. The only way lhat iron  (j'e1"I'O)  and glass  (vetro)  parlicipale in 
Penderecki's  sonorislic works,  is lhrough  excilalion by a hand-saw and  rubbing  \\~lh a  fil e, 
respectively. In turn, sheel melal can be excilednot only wilh a flle, bUl also wilh fell slicks. as can 
the gong. tam tam, and Javanese gong. 
Because classificalion of bodies according lo  basic system categories concerns only vibralors, 
lhe occurrence of the few remaining melal incilers is again jusliued by male  rial  properlies. r rhis 
is the case,  because although melal  is richly represented among sound sources,  il has only one 
token among inciters in the traditional orcheslra, lhaltoken being the lriangle rod. Therefore-
and  aparl  from  incilers lhal are undelachable from  lheir  vibrators (e.g  ..  stops and  pislons of 
winds,  the melal ball  inside a whistle, typewriter mechanisms)- lhis lype of inciler has  lo be 
supplemented with wire brushes (laken over from jazz drumming) andwilh  flies and saws, whose 
funclion in sound generaliol1lVas just elucidated. Finally, the use of a fingernail lo subslit.ule for 
a melal body has its reason  in  the practical conditions or ils inleraclion wilh  the slriking surface 
of tom  loms, gong and cymbals, as  poi  nted out in Chapter 6.1. 
Generators 
New generators comprised of bodies already used as vibralors or  incilers wilhin the symphonic 
orcheslra usually arise by the lransfer of inciters tradilionally boundlo one of the vibralors of a 
given lype onlo all  oLher vibralors of the same lype,  in so [ar as such a lransfer is pracl  ical. 
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jazz  bands).  This method  is enriched by the playing of bongos and  timpani  with  \\~re bru 'hes, 
which does  not harm  the skins of membranophones. AB  to  leather vibrators and  inciters, the 
technique of playing congas and  bongos with bare hands i  al 0 used 0]) tOI]]  toms and  timpani. 
The  discussion  in  this  chapter has demonstrated that  all  the peculiarities  of Penderecki's 
sonorism, as regards orchestration and instrumental techniques, are rooted in  the classificalions 
of three  factors of every  sound  generation  process:  vibrator, inciter, and  means of excitation. 
Those classifications explain why some new instrumental  techniques occur among Penderecki's 
articulatory devices. Conversely,  they also explain why other techniques were not included here, 
even though admissible on  the basis of instruments and  extra-musical  tools which were at t.he 
composer's disposal in his sonoristic pieces. In  the light of earlier remarks, it becomes clear that 
new articulatory inventions would  be superfluous  if they brought about  tokens of types already 
sufficienlly represented by traditional orchestral resources. The limitation in the number of sound 
generators and sound generation processes observed in Penderecld's scores,  in comparison with 
the whole field of possible combinations between 0brators, inciters, and excitation events delineated 
in Diagram 2, thus results not only from praclical obstacles, but also finds theoretical justification 
in an economy of compo  itional procedures. Although luxuriant in  new  artiCLllatory phenomena, 
Penderecld's sonorism appears, paradoxically,  to be slamped by an extreme thrift of articulatory 
means. 
Because  the present classifications of  \~brators, inciters,  and  excitations have been made in 
consideration of properties relevant to categories of the timiJre and  the basic systems,  t.he ulti mate 
jusWlcalion of novelties in orchestration and sound generation  processes turns out to reside in 
the compositional method employed by PenderecldiJ1 Ilis sonorisLic pieces of the period  under 
discussion.  The same can  be said  about  his  new choral  technique,  which consists  in  the 
pronunciation of consonants that result in vocal equivalents of sound.' produced by bodies belonging 
to th e class of three-dimensional mrators. However, the signi f'i can 'e  0 f  bo th co  m  po n  en  t su  bsys tern s 
of Penderecki's sonoristic  s t ~y l e for explanation of the above-discussed articulatory phenomena i . 
not equal. The inequality in this respect springs from different relations linldng categories of lhe 
timbre and  basic systems,  on  the one  ide,  with  classes  of 0brators,  inciters and  excitations 
divided on  the basis of those categories, on  the other side. 
In the case of the basic system, defined originally on  the acoustical level, this relation is only of 
an indirect character. Tb us, properties that form the basis of ind ividual classifications of vibrators 
and excitation events are relevant here for equivalent categories of the basic system, in  the sense 
that, in different classes,  the availability of individual terms of a given category varies. Still, each 
term  is usually available (though in di[[erent ways)  for several clas. es. At this point, things stand 
otherwise  \\~th the  timbre  ystem,  because  its  categories,  defined on  the motor  level, direc Liy 
determine classes of vibrators and inciters. The material  properties are thus not merely relevant 
for, but  literally identical with  the material categories  of the timbre system.  A s a consequence, 
every category is accessible for one class of bodies only, and a lack in representation of this class 
means automatically that a given category cannot be actualized. This is why the orchestration and 
instrumental techniques  in  Penderecki's sonoristic pieces,  though both  conditioned by the 
.·onorisLic system as a whole, are influencedl1luch more decisively by the t.imbre than by the basic 
sy.  tern. 
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In this light, one has  to  reinterpret the role of la.ngue described in Part One of this book. II 
appears that, as a consequence of system-shaping procedures, langue need not be identical with 
ystems of individual sonoristic work  construed as musical texts generated on the level of pa1'ole. 
r rhis is  0 because not all of the categories must occur in  every piece; and  tho e which  do occur 
need not be independent, bu  t may fuse in to more general categories by means of mtercategorial 
redundancies. '1'his concerns mainly the basic system, since  both  in tercategorial redundancies 
and the non-usage of some categories happen in its framework. Hence, though the fully developed 
system embraces  eight  categories,  individual pieces  may  use  less, In  Penclerecl<i's  sonorism, 
compositional  freedom  in the area of shaping-systems of individual pieces causes  the systemic 
states to vary from  one piece to another. This, in  tW'n, affects the statu  ofPenderecki's sonoristic 
works. As  governed by different subsystems of the flilly elaborated  langue,  they  resemble not 
particular "texts" of the same language,  but rather texts of differenL  languages in L he framework 
-of a universal linguistic system. 
In  turn, the fact that  there may exist differences in state of the system underlying individual 
sonoristic works by Penderecki has significant impact on  the problem of expressive features. If  in 
the area of articulation  the field of expressive (extrasystemic) phenomena is complementary to, 
and hence dependent on, the field of systemic ones,  then change' in the range of the latter also 
effect appropriate changes  in  the range of the former. ConsequenL1y,  because a system of a given 
piece may appear to be narrower than the superior system, described previously as lctngue,  the 
field of expressive features  may  embrace  not  only those  discussed earlier in this chapter, and 
henceforth  called "regular expressive features",  but  may also  include features  irrelevant  to  it 
particular subsystem. This is true even if the latler have been previously construed as systemic 
w ithin the totality of the langue. Thi ' optional type of expressive featu res th us con  tai  ns articulatory 
phenomena defined as  follows:  (1) they deviate from the norm in an a pect regulated by it motoric 
parameter of some basic-system category operative in a given sonorist:ic work; (2) nevertheless, on 
the grounds of the systemic staL'e constitutive of a given work, such articulatory phenomena are 
eliminated  fTom the set of possible realizations of tbe term  to which they have been ascribed by 
the articulatory defin ition of that category.  The opLional expressive features  come \.0  light only 
during analyses of individual pieces, and  thus are discussed in  more detail  in Chapter 9. 
From  the above  remarks, it  follows  that reconstruction  of the state of system constil utes  the 
most fundamental ana.lytic ta.sk, and that only the completion  of this task can enable the proper 
analysis of all  Krzysztof Penderecki's  sonorislic works.  Any  procedure aimed at accomplishing 
this task must follow  the ruJe of "the maximlUTI elimination  of redundancies and  the minimum 
amount of distinctive  alternatives"  (Jacobson  a.nd  Halle 1  956: 1~7); according to Jakobson  and 
Halle' . linguistics, adherence to this ruJe ensures the optimal, most economical description of a 
natural language. In reference to Penderecki's sonorism, and in I  ighl. of the differences, discussed 
earlier, between descriplio.n of music and that of natural language, Jakobson and I-laU e's rule can 
be reconstrued, a.s "the maximum elimination of expressive phenomena and the minimum amount 
of categories". 
Y et,  as  already observed, those  two  sets of phenomena-systemic (ruled by  categories) and 
exl.rasystemic (expressive)- are always interdependent. The expressive features can be determined 
only on the basis of a system. In oreler to reconstruct the state of system in a given piece, how ever, 
one must choose the phenomena relevant to its categories from  among the all phenomena of the 
piece, and then discern them from expressive ones. The same situation also holds true as regards 
the i  nvestigal.ion of  sys l.ems of natural languages: "When analyzi  ng a given language into its ultimate 
constituents, we seek the smallest set of distinctive oppositions which allow the identification of 
each phoneme in the messages framed in  this language. 1'his task requires anisolaLion of  distinctive 
features from concurrent or adjoining redundant features"  (Jakobson and Halle 1956: 45). This 
172 leads  to  a serious melhodological problem-a "vicious circle"  that impedes  the analyses  of 
Penderecki's sonoristic works to the same degree as it does the linguistic analyses referred to by 
Jakobson and I- laU e. Still, this danger can  be avoided here,  as in linguistics,  by the addition of 
rules designed to  protect the validity of the analysis. 
The first of these rules originales io linguistic procedures, and is inspired by this instruction 
by JaJ <obson: 
If  two or more  allegedly different  feotures  never co-occur  in  a  language and if  they,  furthermore,  yield a 
common  property distinguishing  them  from  all  other  features,  then  they  are  to  be  interpreted  as  different 
implementations of one and the same feature, eoch occurring to the exclusion of the other and, consequently, 
presenting a particular case of complementary distribution.  Uakobson  and Halle  1956: 27-28) 
M echanical transposilion  of this instruclion  to music and applying il to Penderecki's sonoristic 
slyle are impossible because of differences between units of language and those of Penderecki's 
sooorism: because segments as musical units embrace several sounds, different implementations, 
or  means of production, of one and  the same categorial term, as .the musical equivalent of a 
distinctive feature, can and often do co-occur within the same segment. Hence,  to be helpful for 
our purposes, the above instruction must be reformulated. It  must be adapted to the realm of the 
object of investigation, so thal the crucial point is not complementary distribution as a property of 
linguislic dislinctive features, but contrasl as an inevitable effecl of their juxtaposition. r fllis leads 
to the following reformulation of Jakobson's "rule": If  two different realizations of the same aspecl 
of sound produclion are juxtaposed, either in simultaneous or adjacent sounds, w ithout the clear 
inlention of bringing about a contrast belween them, but instead are fused into one sound field of 
a uniform  character, then those realizations are to  be treated as different ways of realizing the 
same lerm within a given calegory. 
The other instruction useful  in reconstructing subsystems of individual pieces does not originate 
in  linguistics. Rather, it concerns an aspecl peculiar to Penderecki's sonorism, and stems f1'om 
the logic of trajectories: if a given feature of sound, as systemic, does not follow this logic, it mosl 
likely consti lutes an expressive feature. The in len  tional violation of the logic of trajectories is also 
possible in sonorislic pieces as  the last area of compositional freedom.  Penderecki  uses il very 
sparingly, however, and only for particular artistic purposes. 
173 PART  Two: System at Ilki1'k 
SPATIAL CONTINUITY VS.  SPATIAL DISCONTINUITY 
1-2  (+):  long-lasting tremola in a layer of cmpne treated as a metal plate that is  rolled into a tubular 
shape  and  played  with  wire-brushes.  The  resulting  spatially-continuous  sound  is  enhanced  by the 
choice of adjacent tubes, which produce minimal clusters,  each consisting of two pitches,  e~-f2 and eL 
fl . In  2 there occur clusters of pfte, cel and cmpli, and long-lasting tones of metal plates (ptti,  vtr,  mtl, 
cwb). Into these are fused  sounds of trgl  and vbf, which substitute for two-dimensional sound sources; 
1.2-2 .1 (---++):  at the  same time,  there occur point-like impulses on trgl,  cmpli, and two-dimensional 
metal idiophones (mtl, vtr, cwb). These impulses are gradually condensed into fastest possible repetitions 
and in  this way become spatially continuous phenomena, which causes them  to fuse with the tremolo 
of cmpne and, consequently,  causes their layer of the trajectory to fuse with the main layer. The intent 
to  produce the  just-described  process  is  reflected  in the  use  of the  two closest sizes  of vtr  (2,  3)  and 
cwb (1,  2)  as  well as  the  choice of pitches  f2# and g3  in  the  cmpli  (the  only tuned  instrument  in  this 
layer):  f2#  joins the  upper cluster  e~-f2 of cmpne,  and g3 forms  its  further extension  in  a higher actave; 
3-1  1 (-):  the  single pitch  f~ (ar)  followed by several distant pitches spread across the  musical space 
(4-11); 
12-14 (0): a medley of remote  single pitched! (vb  2),  c (vb  1),  a~ (vc  12), a  (vi  1-2),  dl (vc  1-2: 
14),  bl~ and e~ (vi  3-4),  b2 and f;l  (vn:  12) and a quarter-tone cluster  e:tflH (vn:  13-14); 
14-17.1  (+):  minimal semitone cluster dispersed between two octaves  in  vc  and vb (14-16: ~-C#) 
and prolonged by a series of repeated strikes on  strings of vb with the palm of the hand sul LasLo (16), 
then  several superimposed sounds of vn  and vi played behind the  bridge (16-17: vn  1-4,  vi  1-2); 
17-18 (-):  the  single pitch a (17-18  vn  5-6, vi  3-4, vc  1-2) serves as a background for pizzicati b;j, 
(vn  1-2),  a~ (vi  1-2) and gl (vn  3-4); 
19-29 (+):  the section of spatially continuous sounds starts with bowing on the bridges and tailpieces 
ofvc and vb (19-20) followed by quarter-tone clusters (vn, vi:  20-21) whose dissolution into independent 
glissandi  on  individual  instruments  constitutes  an  expressive  feature  that  enhances  the  simultaneous 
dynamic decline from (down to TJP  and beyond. Beginning in  22 there occur clusters played tremolo 
with the palms of hands on or (22) and with wire brushes on  pfte (23, 27), tremoli on ptti, gng and tmt 
performed mainly wilh wire brushes (ptto a: 23; ptto s:  24, gng, tmt:  25-26), but also with a triangle 
rod  (tmt:  26-27); in addition, there occur long-lasting sounds of metal plates excited by soft kettledrum 
sticks  (ptto  t  23; pfte  24; gng  24, 27; ptti  a,  b:  28; tmt  29)  Touching  the edge of a  vibrating 
cymbal with a triangle rod (ptto t:  24) causes a spatially continuous sound effect close to a long-lasting 
tremolo on this two-dimensional sound source. Also, spatial continuity is achieved by series of accelerating 
198 8.4. STRING QUARTET NO.1 (1960) 
Articulation 
Instrumental techniques of strings employed by the composer in the first of his two string quartets 
can be inferred from the following diagram of sound generation processes: 
INCITERS 
Diagram 6. Processes of sound generation in String Quartet No.1 
Basic  system 
Underlying the piece are the following binary oppositions of the basic system: 
extreme registers vs. middle regisL er 
temporal mobility vs. temporal immobility 
spatial mobility vs. spatial immobility 
temporal continuity vs. temporal disconlinuity 
spatial continuity vs. spatial discontinuity 
loud  dynamics vs. soft dynamics 
Within  these six categories there occurs only one redundancy of a partial character, which arises 
at the instance of implications between opposite terms of "temporal mobility vs.  imtl1obiliti'  and 
"temporal continuity vs. disconlinuity": 
216 PART Two: SlJstem at  1101'1, 
MIDDLE  REGISTER  VS. EXTREME  REGISTER 
0.01-0.20 (-):  the  piece commences  with  the  pitch  Din vc,  followed  by glissandi  upwards and 
downwards from  lowest  possible  tones  occessible  to  senza  {t1·co  playing  in  individual  instruments. 
Since in this type of instrumental technique the string is set into vibration with the fingers of the left hand, 
the lowest accessible pitches here are not those of the lowest open (unstopped) strings,  but their minor 
or maior upper seconds:  D for vc,  d~ for vi and ab for vn.  Thus, the pitch g as the pOint of departure for 
glissando in vn  1 is an obvious error in  the  score. In order to distinguish the  ranges of glissandi  in  vn 
2 from  that of vn  1,  the  former  uses  not the first  but second  lowest string  beginning from  its  lowest 
available pitch  e 1b. These  low-register sounds  are then  (0.16) ioined by play leuno  baUu.Lo  between 
bridge and tailpiece, representing the  high register; 1 
0.21-0.25 (+):  repetitions of a percussion effect of striking strings sui lasto with  the palm of the hand; 
0.24-0.46 (-»:  gradual spatial  expansion  accomplished  by consecutive  introduction of two new 
articulatory effects:  tapping the  sound board with a  nut or fingertips (0.24) and le uno baUuLo (0.32) 
The  latter instrumental technique  helps to widen the sound field  by producing sounds more and more 
differentiated in  respect of pitch,  from  g (vn  1:  0.32) downwards to C (ve:  0.39) and upwards to d3 
(vn  1041); 
0.45-1.17 (0 ):  total sound space, ranging from the lowest pitch C of vc to the highest possible tones 
of vni,  is  established after addition of pizzicato articulation to  the  inventory of instrumental  techniques 
from  the  previous section; 
1.16-1.27 (-): repetitions  of double-stops  leuno  baU1tlo  in  the  expanded low register  of individual 
instruments  (ve:  Eb-G; vi  foe I; vn  1:  c I.b'; vn  2  f'#-g2 #)  followed by rapid glissandi colleuno (124-26) 
up to  triple stops  repeated in  high registers  (vn  1:  b'b-a2 -a3 b;  vn  2:  fi-c2-d3 b ; vi:  dI.e  lb-e2;  ve:  g1.b '-f2 #); 
1.27-2.50 (0 ):  sounds of definite as well as indefinite pitch produced Leuno baUuto, pizzicato, ([tCO , 
and by tapping the sound boards with nuts or fingertips; these effects are spread throughout the whole 
musical space from  lowest pitch of vc  (C)  up to  highest possible tones of indefinite pitches; 
2.49-3.10(-)  the  highest possible tones and play between bridge and tailpiece performed first as 
pizzicato  impulses  (vi,  ve:  2.49) and Leuno  baUulo  strokes  (vi:  2.49; ve:  2.50; vn  2:  2.511.  then  as 
sustained ({,1'CO  notes. The return  to the negative term  disturbs here the logic of the discussed traiectory. 
Yet,  this disturbance is  neutralized by the  fact that  it happens after a very long mediative section.  It  is 
thus  not unlikely that  the  prohibited sequence of sections has  arisen  here by a sheer oversight of  the 
composer; 
314-334 (+)  single pitch el in vi  (3  14-211. followed by cl#  (vn  21,  cl (vcl,  b (vi) and bb (vn  1)  The 
middle register established by those  pitches is  kept  in  3.31-34 by the cluster bk  1 #; 
3.21-3.26  (-):  Eb  (vc)  and  d2 (vn  1)  represent,  respectively,  the  low and  the  high  register  in  a 
subordinate section; 
I Note that, in I.he  score  01'1  he First Quartet. 1  he individualnulllbers oflillling (in seconds) refer-unu,'ually-
nol to Ihe following. but to the preceding section. 
218 POlYMORPHIA 
SPATIAL CONTINUITY VS.  SPATIAL DISCONTINUITY 
1-4  (--»  a glissando widens Ihe initial point-like pitch £  (vb  1-3  1)  to a cluster; 
5-36 (+):  a 3/4-tone cluster ~.-6* (vb  1-8) is established in 5, then broadened by addition of the tone 
C  in  vc  1-4 (6)  and 3/4-tone cluster O-B in  vc  1-8  (7).  In  100 separate cluster of  highest possible 
tones of vn  1-12 appears. All three clusters are subsequently submitted to internal mobility of component 
tones  (vb  8-15; vc 9-13; vn 1-12  16.4-18) and set  into glissando movement (vb  175-22.1; vc 
19-21; vn  1-12:  19-22.1). The  latter  is  initiated by a whole-tone cluster  b1 "-g2# in  a  new adjoining 
group of vn  19-24 (15-22.1). Further on,  the  spatial continuity  is  maintained by clusters  of different 
densities.  These  range from  bonds created by playing between bridge and tailpiece (vc 22-29; vi: 
26-29; vn  1-12  28-29; vn 13-24  29; vb  29-30) and by stratification of highest possible tones (vn 
32-351,  through  quarter-tone (vn  1-12  24.3-17; vn  13-24  243-281, semitone  (vi,  vc 31-32; vn 
361,  and whole-tone clusters  (vi  5-8, vc  5-8, vb 5-8: 33-361,  to rare dispositions of component tones 
evenly spaced in  fourths  (vb:  27-28; vi  1-4, vc  1-4,  vb  1-4  33-36)  In  the  case of the  lotter,  fourth 
clusters,  the  impression  of spatial  continuity-in spite  of the  rather  large distance  between tones-
arises due to  the  fact that  both of them  represent a  low register,  in  which the  discernibility of single 
pitches by a listener is  significantly lower than  if they were in  a higher register; 
11.1-13(--»: the logical course of the main layer is reiterated in the subardinate layer of the trajectory, 
beginning with a single glissando tone of vi  1 (d1 ) to which further  instruments of the  some group are 
gradually added in  semitone distances (vi  2-8: d1 "-g); I 
14-24.3 (+):  the  goal of  the  foregoing  transition  is  reached,  together with  introduction of  the  lost, 
eighth viala (14)  From here on,  the glissandi crowded into the middle register (vi  1-8) form  a spatially 
continuous phenomenon and fuse  with the  porallel, main layer; 
13-15 (-- »:  meanwhile, consecutive glissando tones  in  whole-tone distances (vn  13-18  a3'b2) join 
the  initial vno  13, thereby producing another secondary layer of  the  trajectory,  which reiterates once 
again the  transition  from  spatial discontinuity to continuity; 
16-22 1 (+):  after arriving at spatially continuous condensation of glissandi within the  limited bond 
of frequencies (vn  13-181, this secondary layer also fuses with the main layer of the discussed trajectory; 
37-49 (-):  in  the  further  course of  the  main  loyer,  a contrasting  section occurs.  It includes  spatially 
discontinuous sounds  at first individual pitches (371,  then point-like percussion effects of indefinite pitch 
(striking the strings with the palm of the hand; topping the sound board with the fingertips; topping the 
desk with  the  bow or the  choir with the  nut;  legno balllllo between bridge and tailpiece; and highest 
possible tones pizzicato)  spread across  the  entire  sound  space.  In  46 all  these  atypical articulatory 
effects are replaced by the  single pitch 0; 
44-45 (+)  bonds of highest possible tones,  introduced consecutively in  vn  1-6, vi  1-4, vn  13-18, vc 
1-4 (44-451,  and a whole-tone cluster  of lowest possible tones  in  vb 5-8  (~-E# in  45) form  a clearly 
separate, secondary-layer section; 
I The  note d I, instead of d  l ~,  appears in  the  score as  the  starti ng pitch of vi  2  (1  1  .4). Th is  is obViously 
on  error,  since  it  violates  the  consistent  semitone  order of  pitches  by which  the  violas enter  in  this 
section. 
235 PAR T Two: Sys/elll a/ Ilork 
1-18 (-)  at the outset of the piece, the  spatially immobile pitch f. expands to a cluster  in vb (5-17.4) 
and vc (6-18). The glissando occasioning this expansion in  1-5 and, as such,  taking Ihe transition from 
negative to positive lerm  of the category "spatial continuity vs.  discontinuity", cannot be perceived as 
a  movement  because of  its  slowness  and  minimal  range.  In  10. vn  1-12  set  up a  bond of highesl 
possible tones.  The constant ranges of  the  clusters  in  vb, vc and 'In are not Ihreatened by their inner, 
sinusoidal glissandi upwards and downwards, which take  place independent of each other and are 
played by individual instruments (vb:  8-15; vc:  9-13; vn:  16.4-18). Hence the sinusoidal glissandi are 
to be interpreted merely as expressive features that do not disturb the spatial  immobility of this section; 
1 1-24.3 (+):  irregular glissandi of single tones performed independent of each other and by individual 
vi  (11) and vn  13-18 (13). These are ioined by glissandi of clusters  in  the entire instrumental groups of 
vn  19-24 (15) and vb (175)  All  these  glissandi  initiate a sparal movemenl  long  before  Ihe  initial 
section  has ended, in  this way causing the  most striking case of interpenetration within this  traiectoly. 
Beginning at  19, glissandi occur also in  vc and vn  1-12, whence they spread  throughout the  whole 
string orchestra  The retention of vi  until 24.3 results in an overlapping with the next, spatially immobile 
section; 
22-34  (-):  an  extended  zone  of  repetitions  which  are  performed  con  dila  between  bridge  and 
tailpiece (vc:  22-29; vi  26-29, vn  1-12  28-29; vn  13-24  29; vb:  29-301.  legno baUuto (vn  1-12 
243-27; vn 13-24  24.3-28; vb:  27-28; vi  31-32.1 I.  andpizzicato (vn  32-34; vi,  vc,  vb  33-34); 
35-36 (-»:  a  progressive  reduction  of time-spans  that  gradually establishes  relations  between  two 
different  chords  in  vi,  vc  and  vb,  and  the  rapidly  increasing  speed  of  glissando  that  widens  the 
registral  band of  highest  possible  tones  of vn constitute  two complementary ways of transition  from 
spatial  immobility to  mobility; 
37 (+):  there occurs a total  movement of pizzicato impulses spread across the  entire musical  space; 
38-40 (-):  percussive effect of striking  the  strings with the  palm of the  hand,  repeated  in  vn  1-12; 
39-42 (- »:  the  increasingly diverse instrumental  techniques (striking  the  strings with  the  palm of the 
hand; topping the sound board with fingertips;  topping the desk with the bow or the chair with the nut) 
are played by a gradually enlarged set of  instruments  (vi  39-41; vb  40-41; vc,  vn  13-24  41-42) 
and drive to  the  next section; 
42-45 (+):  spatial movement involving sounds of indefinite pitch; these are produced by tapping the 
sound  board with fingertips,  topping  the  desk  with  the  bow or  the  choir with  the  nut,  tegno  ballufo 
between bridge and tailpiece,  highest possible tones pizzicafo  (vi,  vb:  42-45; vn,  vc:  43-45); 
44-67 (-)  static clusters,  set  up consecutively by vn  1-6 and  13-18, vi  1-4, vc  1-4 (44) and vb 5-8 
(451.  already initiate the  final  section.  In  46 they are replaced by the  pitch 0, then  by a cluster of its 
neighbouring pitches g-a*. The glissandi of instrumental groups, occurring between 55-59.3, serve as 
a transition between single pitches and clusters and as such are only relevant for the category "spatial 
continuity  vs.  discontinuity".  The  sinusoidol  glissando  of  individual  instruments  within  groups  of vi 
(59 2-601.  vn  1-12 (59 3-61 I.  vc (594-61 .11.  and vb (60-61 ) is an expressive feature thai produces 
internal  mobility of  clusters  but  does  not  threaten  their  overall  static  character,  which  is  ensured  by 
constant ranges. 
LOUD  DYNAMICS VS. SOFT DYNAMICS 
238 If FLUORESCENCES 
SPATIAL CONTINUITY VS.  SPATIAL DISCONTINUITY 
1·18 (+):  spatial continuity  is  established  originally by bands of  noises  produced  by rubbing  the 
lowes  I string of pfte with a triangle rod  (1 -2),  vir and Itr with files(21,  sawing Ign  (1-2,  4) and frro  (2) 
wilh hand·saws, bawing bridges and tailpieces of vc and vb (4-5), and playing gro and rgl (4)  These 
ore  gradually superseded  by clusters  resulting  from  the  accumulation  of  lowest or  highesl  possible 
tones in lorge instrumental groups (brass:  3-6; 6 ftti,  4 fl  picc: 6;  24 vn,  8 vi:  6-7 jained by cmp.elttr. 
in  7)  In  8-14 Ihere occur regular clusters of definile pitch in whole-tone dislances (cr:  9-12; tn,  tb:  10· 
12; vc 8-13; vb:  10-131,  accompanied by tremoli  on  metal  plates  (gng  giav., tmt),  then  bands of 
sounds  played  on  reeds  and  moulhpieces  of winds  (12-14)  and  a  graded  string  cluster,  whose 
intervals pass from quarter-tones on the top (vn:  13-14) through semi-tones (vi:  13-14) and whole-tones 
(vc  14) to  minor and major Ihirds on  the  bottom  (vb:  14). The  spatially continuous character of the 
sound  which  results  from  rubbing  the  string  of  phe  with  a  cymbal  (15)  is  suggested  by notation 
identical with Ihal proper for a cluster.  Although the lowest piano string  is interpreted here as the edge 
of a virtual metal plate and hence a two-dimensional sound source,  the factual two-dimensional source 
of  the  cluster-like sound  is  here  the  cymbal.  After tremoli  on  membranophones (tmb s.c, 2  bgs:  16· 
171,  the  quarter-lone and semitone clusters are reiterated  in  strings  (vn  7-18:  17-18; vn  1-12, vi,  vc, 
vb:  18). The sirena sound, as the glissando of a single tone (11-141,  is not to be considered within  this 
section,  because of its  purely expressive character (see  trajectory "spatial  mobility vs.  immobility"); 
19 (-):  repetitions of point-like clicks on  the  typewriter; 
20-22 (  ):  the  progressive condensation of clicks played with stops and pistons by more and more 
wind instruments (fi:  20.1; ob  20.3; cI, fg  205; cr  214; Ir, Ib  215) builds up a transition  to the 
next section; 
23-36 (+):  continuity  is  represented  here  by spatially  cumulated  clicks  of  indefinite  pitch  in  the 
typewriter, numerous winds inlroduced in  the previous section (fl, ob, cI, fg,  tr,  tbl, as well as in cmpcci 
and pfte, the latter played with a triangle rod and treated as the substilute for a metal plate. In 24 there 
also occur other substitutes for two-dimensional melal vibrators: vbf and cmpne, each of them  playing 
definite  pitches  a  semitone  apart (vbf:  e3-f3;  cmpne:  c2#-d2),  together  with  trgli I and  V.  A  band of 
highest possible tones  in  vn  1-14, appeoring simultoneously with the  former sound  phenomena (25), 
anticipates the  string and wind clusters  in  26-30. These last constitute a background Jor the expressive 
glissandi of sega (29·30) and flexaton (30). From  31  on, spatial continuity is continued first by clusters 
of  pfte, vbf and  cmpne,  into  which  the  sounds  of trgli  are  fused,  subsequently  by freely  decaying 
sounds of gng, gng giav., tmts  IV and V and pfte, and finally again by clusters  in  the slrings. The latter 
display internal organization ranging from  indeterminate pitches produced by playing between bridge 
and tailpiece (vn  1 1-15, vi, vb:  34-35; vc  1-4: 34) to clusters of definite pitches in whole-tone (vc, vb: 
32-34) and semitone distances (vn  16-22, vc 35-36; vn 7-14  36); 
37 (-»: gradual tightening of two semitone clusters in vn 7-14, established in the previously discussed 
section  (vn  7-10  el.g l ;  vn  11·14: a-c l ); 
38 (-):  single pitch d l  (vn  7-14); 
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66-69 Iwh)  bowing  edges of stringed instruments Ivn  1-12  66; vn  13-24, vi  66-67; ve 67-68; 
vb:  67-69); 
7 1.2-76 Imf,  mh):  vbf 171-72) and ptti  173,  74) played with  soft  sticks  Imf)  and  several  stringed 
instruments a'/'Co  Imh); 
80.5-86.1  Imh):  strings ([rco; 
86.2-87Imf)  vbf 1862-871) and tmt  187) played with soft-headed sticks; 
88-93 Imh):  ([?'Co  ploy comes back in  more and more,  consecutively introduced stringed instruments 
Ivn  1-8, vi  88; vni  9-24, vc,  vb:  89); 
94 Imm,  mw) Iww, wm):  unusual sound generation processes known already from  the beginning of 
the piece: rubbing pfte string with a triangle rod and pieces of vtr and Itr with files,  as well as sawing 
a piece of iron and wood filled  in  poragraphs  1-2, while the  latter effect together with sounds of rgl 
and gro occurred  in  poragraph 4. The simultaneous reiteration of these effects has this  result:  instead 
of alternating-as was the  case with  the  initial,  corresponding timbre segments-both segments ore 
now totally superimposed,  which results  in  a stratification of the  trajectory; 
95 Imm,  mw,  mf):  Legno  ballulo  between  bridges and tailpieces of stringed  instruments  ImwL  play 
with wire brushes on strings of pfte ImmL striking Irgll and vbf with soft sticks Imf) and trglo V with a rod 
Imm); 
96 Imh,  mm)  Iww)  another  case  of  timbre-segment stratification. While one  of  the  segments  is 
established by gro and rgl  IwwL the other includes sounds of  Itr and vtr rubbed with  files,  the  lowest 
string of pfte rubbed with triangle rod ImmL  playing between bridge and tailpiece of vn and vi os well 
as on  bridges and tailpieces of vc and vb, the  latter substituting  here  for  metal  bodies Imh); 
97 Imh,  mm,  mw,  mf):  strings  played arco  Imh)  together with cmp.  elttr.,  ftti,  trgl  V excited with a 
triangle rod ImmL  trgll struck with a felt stick ImfL and cmpne hit normally, with a wooden mollet Imw); 
98.1 Imm)  ftti; 
98.2-99.1  Imh):  strings of stringed  instruments  bowed arco  before and behind  the  bridge; 
99.2-100 Imh,  mf):  traditional a'reo  playing on strings Imh) supported by metal  plates- Itr,  gng, gng 
giav.  and  pfte- struck  with  felt  sticks  Imf).  The  sound  of timpani,  here  played  with  soft  sticks  and 
constituting a unique combination of leather and felt,  has no impact on  the  timbre value of this section 
ilfL  since  the  latter is  dominated by a huge set of metal bodies; 
101-102Imh): vb a1'co. 
258 CANON 
27.2-28 (+)  glissando movement downwards and upwards beginning from  highest possible notes 
of particular instrumental  groups; 
29-30.1  (-)  double stops in lowest registers of individual instrumental groups. Their notation suggests 
using  two lowest strings; 
30.2-5 (+)  arpeggii between bridge and tailpiece  in  the  full  stringed orchestra; 
31-33.4 (-):  double stops  from  section  29-30.1  (reiterated  in  31.1-324) are followed by clusters 
ranging from  lowest possible notes of individual instrumental groups up to approximately a fifth above; 
34.3-46.2  (-»:  glissandi  from  lowest to  highest possible  tones  in  vb (343-3751,  vi  (381-412) 
and vc (42.1-46.1) as a transition between opposite  terms; 
36.1-41 .5 (0):  series of taps with fingertips on  sound boords and with bows on desks, which occur 
in  vn  (361-40.4) and vc  (39.2-4151,  belong  to  a  subordinate-layer section  and in  this  way elicit 
another stratification of the  tralectory; 
38.1-49.3 (+):  both previous sections overlap with the high register established within the main layer 
by highest possible tones arrived at consecutively by vb (38  1-41.5) and vi  (41 .4-45.11, then occurring 
in vn (45.3-46.5)  The same positive term of the category is represented here also by playing between 
bridge and  tailpiece (vb  42.1-451; vi  452-49-3; vn  1-12  43.2-45.1,47.1-48.5,  vn  13-24 
432-451,47.1-48.1 ; vc 46.3-48.1); 
46.3-49.3 (-):  another case of imposition, this time between sections belonging to the  main layer of 
the  trajectory,  is  occasioned by a  cluster  in  vb ranging from  ~  approximately up to  ~ (46.3-48.11, 
replaced by bowing bridges of vb and tailpieces of vc; 
482-50.5 (0):  the neutral term occurs together with the cluster in vn  13-24 in 48 (ca. aH) joined by 
vn  1-12  in  49 (ca.  eLd2)  After  the  two  preceding  sections  end,  the  mid-register  cluster  is  further 
supported by vi,  vc and vb (49.4) and expanded upon a vast,  but  integrated sound field that ranges 
approximately from  E up to d2; 
54.1-54.4 (+): spiccalo ricochets between bridge and tailpiece. The positive term  that they represent 
disturbs the logic of this trajectory, which otherwise is  interrupted by the general rest and the beginning 
of the  first  tape recorder part (52); 
55  1 (0)  a single beat on  the  sound  boards of the  all instruments; 
56.2 (-)  a tap with fingertips on  sound  boards of vi,  vc and vb; 
57.4-60.2  (-»: glissandi  upwards from  lowest notes  of vc (574-602) and vb (583-602)  The 
transitional term  represented by these glissandi overlaps with the sounds representing the high register 
of the  goal of the  transition; 
58.1-66.3  (+):  bands  of  highest  possible  tones  (vn  1-12  58.1-62.2;  vi : 594-6221,  playing 
between bridge and tailpiece (vb 60.5-66.3; vi  62.3-66.3; vn  1-12  635-6631, and a cluster of 
harmonics  in  vc  (63  2-64.4)  establish  the  positive  term  of the  category.  Straying  from  them  in  this 
respect is only the cluster played S1</ Laslo  by vn  13-24 (61 .5-631, whose approximate range reaches 
from  a  to  a I .  This  cluster  should  not be excluded from  the  discussed  section  as  an  expressive sound 
event nor should it be treated as 0  superimposed section within the orchestral port. Instead, it anticipates 
the  cluster  of  vi  (12.3-154)  re-played  in  63.3-66.4  and  introduces  a  middle  register  within  the 
parallel layer of the  trajectory established by the  first  tape-recorder port; 
78.1 -79.2  (-)  reiteration of section  291-30.1; 
79.3-81  1 (+)  reiteration of section  27.2-28.5; 
81.2-83.1  (-)  reiteration of section  25.2-271; 
83.2-84.2 (+):  reiteration of section  24.1-25.1; 
84.3-89.2 (-)  retrogradation of section  19  1-23.5; 
89.5-92.3 (+)  retrogradation of section  15.5-18.3, 
912-95.5 (0)  retrogradation of section  123-17.1; 
94.1-100.4 (0->0)  retrogradation of section 74-14.2; 
983-107.2 (-)  retrogradation of section  1.1-73; 
105  1-106 2 (+)  retrogradation of section  2.1-3.2. 
263 CANON 
SPATIAL MOBILITY VS. SPATIAL  IMMOBILITY 
1  .1·9.5 H single taps  (1  .1,  2.1) and repetitions represented  by rubbing the  sound  boards with the 
palm of the hand (vc,  vb  1.4-4.1), ricochets between bridge and tailpiece (vn,  vi:  25-32) and long-
lasting  tremoli  (vi:  4.2-7.3;  vn  1-12  4.4-9.5;  vn  13-24  4.5-7.3; vc 64-8.5; vb: 64-94); 
7.4-14.2 (+): the spatially immobile sounds of the initial section are farced out by glissando movement 
which gradually spreads over the  whole stringed orchestra  beginning from  vi  (7.4-12.1),  through vc 
(9. 1-142) and vb (95-132) to vn  13-24 (10  1-14.2) and vn  1-12 (105-142); 
12.3-33.4 (-):  clusters  of vi  (12.3)  and vb (133) restare  spatial  immobility,  which  is  prolonged 
subsequently  by several  other  static  bands,  and  also  by  repetitions  and  single  impulses.  A  slow, 
downwards glissando accompanies a diminuendo in  the  cluster of vb (15.5-17.1) and thus  exudes 
the  character of an expressive feature.  An  expressive character is  also vested  in  periodic glissandi of 
all  instruments  (27.2-28.5),  which  bring  about an  internal  movement  of  a  static  band  of highest 
possible notes and, as such,  are comparable to glissandi known already from PotymollJ/tia  (vn  1-12: 
16.4-185) and F'tuorescences  (vn  1-14  28-30),  though without the  regular,  sinusoidal shape of the 
latter; 
34.3-46.2  (+)  glissandi  cross  the  whole range  of vb (343-37.5),  vi (381-41 3)  and vc (421-
462), and differentiated series of taps are performed with fingertips on sound boards and with bows 
on desks  (vn:  36.1-40.4; vc 39.2-415); 
38  1-56.2(-)  long-lasting bands of highest possible tones (vb  38.1-41.5; vi  41.4-45.1; vn  45.3-
465) and repetitions of arpeggii between bridge and tailpiece (vb 42-45.1; vni  43.2-45.1) initiate 
a section of spatially immobile character and cause it to overlap with the foregoing one. After a break, 
the  spatial  immobility  is  resumed  in  qUickest  possible  repetitions  of  ricochets  (54.1-4)  followed  by 
isolated taps on  the  sound  boards (551 , 56.2); 
57.4-60.2 (+)  serpentine, upward glissandi (vc, vb); 
58  1-66.3  (-)  long-lasting, immobile clusters played before and behind the bridge. The glissando in 
vc (63.2-64.4) is  an expressive feature that assists  the  diminuendo and does not disturb the  negative 
term  established  in  this  section; 
78.1-95.5 (-)  retrogradation of section  12.3-30.1; 
941-100.4 (+)  retrogradation of section 7.4-14.2; 
98.3-107.2 (-)  retrogradation of section  1.1-9.5. 
267 81.2-83.1  (+)  reiteration of section  25.2-27.1; 
83.2-84.2 (-)  reiteration of section  24.1-25.1; 
84.3-89.2 (+)  retrogradation of section  19-23; 
89.5-95.5 (-)  retrogradation of section  12.3-18.3; 
94-100.4 (+)(-):  retrogradation of sections  juxtaposition from  7.4-14.2;2 
98.3-100.4 (0): retrogradation of section  7.4-9.5; 
100.5-101.2 (-»: retrogradation of section  7.1-7.3; 
1  01.3-1 04.1  (+):  retrogradation of section  4.2-6.5; 
104.2-106.4 (-): reiteration of section  1  .4-4.1 ; 
106.2-107.2 (+)  reiteration of section  1.1-2.1. 
Timbre system 
1.1  (ww):  initial top with  fingertips on  the  sound  boards of vi,  vc and vb; 
CANON 
1.4-4.1  (wi): continuation of  the  some  loyer, by the  rubbing of sound  boards with  the  palm of  the 
hand  (vc and vb); 
2.1  (ww):  top with  fingertips  on  sound  boards of vn  and vi  initiates a parallel  layer of  the  timbre 
trajectory; 
25-3.2 (wm)  col-leg no  playing on  strings between bridge and tailpiece (vn,  vi); 
4.2-30.1  (mh):  reconciliation of the  two layers  arrives  together with  traditional a.rG O playing of the 
whole stringed archestra; 
30.2-30.5 (mw)  playing le gl10 baffillo between bridge and tailpiece; 
31 .1-50.5 (mh)  (f'Iw-beginning at 34 3 this most Iypical instrumental technique occurs independently 
in  vb  (343-41.51,  vi  (381-41.3) and  vc  (421-4621,  subsequently  joined  by  playing  between 
bridge and tailpiece (vi  45.2-49.3; vc:  463-48.1; vn 1-12  47.1-48.5; vn  13-24  471-48.1) as 
well  as  on  bridges  and  tailpieces  of vb  and  vc  (48.2-4931, which  substitute  far  metal  in  the  low 
register.  Finally, in  49.4-50.5 it  spreads over all  instrumental groups of strings; 
~ 'rhe lack of the dynamic indicalion r  in vn 1-6. rn  J  3- 18. rl 1-5.  IT J  -5 and vb  1-1,.  is obvioLisly an error in 
lhe score. 
269 EVOLUTION OF ARTICUlATION 
['rom the com  parison of diagrams su  m  marizi  ng sou  nd generation processes of individual sonorislic 
pieces. Even if  some of those changes can be explained as side-effec l.s of the evolution of the basic 
syslem, lhey are as a rule under the inlluence of some particular arlistic purposes realized lhrough 
lhis sys l.em in  individual L exL s and, as such, are beyond  the reach of lhis invesl.igation. 
299 SUBSEGMENTAL REGULATIONS 
As curious examples or models founded on indefiniLe piLches,  one can add uce  Ihe glissandi  in 
PoLIJ'lnO?p/tia and Canon. Owing 1 0 I  hei  I' graphic shapes, L hese glis  .. andi are usually compared Lo 
e·lecLrocardiograms.  As  Lhe example below  shows, in  each of Lhem iL  is possible Lo  delineaL e a 
secLion LhaL is lilL er repeilL ed period ically,  L hus forming a subsegmenLal piLch regulaLion wiLhin a 
given insLrumenLal parI..  WhaL  is more,  in  Lhe parLs  of violas and  violins J3-1 8 in  Polymorphia, 
Lhe same model is Laken over by successively inlroduced  inslrumenls, lhereby eslablishing an 
inLerdependence  betweenlhose  parls, a' a very special case or [;anonic voicing: 
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PENDERECKI'S SONORISTIC SCORES 
In linguislic sLudy, noL aLion con 'liL uLc.· a sccondary issuc. This is because "lcLLer.·  never, or only 
parLially,  reproduce  Lhc dilTerenL  disL inclive feaLures on which the phonemic paLLern  is based and 
unfailingly disregard  Lhe sLruclural  relalionship of'  L hese  feaLures"  (Jakobson and  Halle 1956: 
J  7). A graphic sign, which is a IcLLcr. Lhlls refer: neiLher lo the acouslical characlerislics of a given 
fcaLurc Hsclf, nor  1.0 any aspecL of moL oric acls leading lo iL s arliculalion.  A leLler is a symbol 
dcnoling a phoneme,  as  if Lhe lalier consliluled an irreducible unil. This is Irhy graphic code is 
inferiot·  1.0  pccch: Even if il occurs,  il does so mcrcly as a phenomenon lhal assisls speech aC ls, 
ycl  nevcr replaces  the lalLcr in  proccsses  of linguislic communicalion. As  Jakobson  and Halle 
poinLed oul, 
in  controdistinction to  the  universal phenomenon of speech,  phonetic or phonemic writing  is an occasional, 
accessory code that normally implies the obility of its users to translote  it into its underlying sound code, while 
the reverse ability, to transpose speech into lellers, is a secondary and much  less common faculty. Only after 
having  mastered  speech  does one groduote to  reading and writing.  .. There  is  no such  thing  in  human 
society as the supplantation of the speech code by its visual replicas, but only a supplementation of this code 
by parasitic  ouxiliories,  while  the  speech  code constantly  ond  unalterably  remoins  in  effecl.  One cauld 
neither stote  that  musical  form  is  manifested  in  two variables- notes and sounds- nor that  linguistic form  is 
monifested  in  two equipollent substances-graphic and phonic.  Uacobson and Halle 1956:  16-17) 
Cunsequenlly.  nolalion does  nol  form a slage  of' Ih  "spcech cvenL"  in  the proce's of linguislic 
comlllilnicalion. which leads from  Lhe inlcnLion ofasencier (speaker) 1 0 Ihe perceplion ofa Ii 'Iener. 
It is cxaclly aL  Ihis poinl Irhere the comparison Il'iLh  music made by Ja 1<obson and Halle,  in  lhe 
jusl quoled passagc of Lheir book.  f'ails. As is commonly acknowledged, in  W esL ern  mu: ic lhe 
nolaLion (scorc) plays a I'cry imporlanl roie in  L haL il consliluLes an inL ermediale 'lage beLween 
Lhe sendcr  (hcrc.  Lhe composer) and the performer of  1l10loric acL s. which acls result in  Lhe 
gcneraliun of the musical uLLcrance, [f, as  is the usual case,  lhis uLlerance  is noL known  lo  Lhe 
pcrformcr in  advance-in conlradislinclion lo a phoneme known L o a speaker e\'en before he 
read: il oul of a Icl L er-I  hen I  hc nolalion can play ils role only because noles reproduce  fealures 
of sounds and. conscq  uen  L1y, also I  heir slruclu ralrclaLions  wilh respecL  L o Lhose fealures,  I Moreover. 
inslruclions conccrning moL oric acls are  also conl'eyedlhrough the  I11U  'ical nolalion. Il  is precisely 
lhis lraiL which laci!.ly informs Lhose  'rilics who claim thaL  the reason for the unorlhodox nolation 
characlerislic of Pcnderccki's sonorislic scores  lie  in his nell' arliculalory "sound effecL s",  One 
would hare L o add  now Ihal, jusL as lhose  "effecls",  idenLified in  lhis book I\lilh eilher sound 
generaL ion processes 0 1'  lexlural cffecls.  in lurn for l11  a manifeslalion of the sonorislic syslem, '0 
also new noL alional d e \~ cc s are inciirecLly undergirded by  lhis  'yslem, and  form  second-degree 
manifcstalions of it. 
Yel.  a lhorough sludy of lhc sonorislic scores  rcveals Lhal  ncw arliculalion does  nol always 
re:ull  in  nell'  nolalional  ciel'ice:. And  conversely.  nell' del-ices  apply also in  refercnce  lo somc 
Lradilional arliculalory phcnomena, This poinls ouL agap inlhe reasoningofcarlier invesligalors. 
In facl, new  al'l iculalory effecls ncecinol bring aboul nell' nolalion. in so far as the reference of lhc 
laller lo the former has a convenlional characler, Such purely convenlional. sYlllbolic signs, devoid 
I Char:.tclerislically. so-called group  1I0ialion as \I'ell as early neull1alic nolalion (cheironolllic neumes), \\'hich 
railed 1 0 record sound realures and I  heir slruclural inlerro J1neclions, consl il ul.e c! also, like lellers. an :.tlL'\.iliilr.l' 
del'ice: the assisl.ilnce  of'  memory,  and nol a slage of'  the C O llllllunicalion processes. Ever,\'  cO lllll1unical E'-
and  e l' e r~'  musical el'enl  symbolized  b ~ '  Ihem-hac!  1 0 be known  b ~ '  hearl: only lhen could the nolalion 
perf'orm ils lask, 
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On Lhe oLher hand, all caL egories concern i  ng pi  L ch rule I  he  veri ical d  i  men13ion 0[' signs and  Lhei  I' 
arrangemen  I on a score. "Spal ial con  lin  1I i  L y \'s. d  iscon  lin II i  L y", as a percepl ion or poi  n  I  SOl' sec I  ions 
on Ihe axis of piLches. is Iransposed onlo poinls 0 1'  sec Lion13  in  Lhe ve rLical dimension.  ", 'palial 
mobilily vs. immobi lily" , lI'hich accollnls for Ihe percepLion of changes concerning I.he posiLion of 
a given sound  phenomenon on  Lhe pilch axis, governs Lhe changes  of verlieal local.ion or Ihe 
graphical signs ol1lhe score space.  Finally. bo l.h  L he hierarchically linked  calegories of "high vs. 
low regisler" and  "middle \'s. exLreme regisler" accollnl  for Ihe local ion of individual signs in  Ihe 
\'erlical dimension  of the score.  Olherwise. lh  is la  II er aspecl mises  some d  i  f'l'icuI I.y,  because  lhe 
verLi cal arrangemenl  of signs is · illCl.de each lime in  relalion 1 0 some poinl or reference,  which in 
Ihe  case oflhe \'t'rlical dimension is differenl  for individual insLrumenlal pa l'\.' wl'i  LI en on separal.e 
sL aves. This .-ilualion resulls in  Ihe racllhal \'erLi cal relalions across  slave' need nol.  accounl 
properly for the spalialrelalions of sounds. Tn  olher words,  (l given noL e can be  assigned L a a pil ch 
1 00\'er I  han lhal of anol her nole. e\'en iI' in I  he space of I  he score the former is localed higher I  han 
I  he laller. In  uch cases.  the iconic represenLaLion l~l il s .  This difficlilly can be avoided if  I  he pari S 
of all  insLrumenls are nolaled on a common slaff-syslem. as in A'llak/asis (Iulli archi: 3;  see  Ex. 
7). For pracl ical rea.-ons. howe\'er. such cases are  ver. v rare. Stili. iconic represenlal ion remai ns al 
leasL  partially \'alid, when the order of sL aves reneel  s I  he regisl  ers of I  he i  nd ividual i  nslrllmen  ls  0 1' 
insLrumenlal groups 1\'l!ich arc assigned L o lhem. as 0 'curs in scores for sLrings.  Even so. iL is sLil1 
possible IhaL a graphic sign in  Lhe conLrabassi pari  may  ilidicaL e a pilch Ihal  is higher Ihan 
piLches  in L he parLs  of some oLher insLrumenLs placed abo\'e it. Thai I  he iconic reprcsenlalion of 
pilch relalionships is lim iLed basically L o one insLrul1lcnLal parL, has ils furl her impa('1  011  noL al ion. 
wiL h regard  L o Lhe caL egori e:s  "spaLial  mobilily \'s. immobilily"  alld "spatial  conlinuiLy vs. 
disconLinuiLy" . An example of Ihis  'ilualion ari ses  I\'hen one inl.egral  c:lusler is. on the score. 
dilrided into several cilisL ers (see  Dililellsiolls, l07; Ex. 36) 0 1' c\'en inLo sevel'ill individual pil.ches 
(see  the QuarLeL.  3.3 1-36). Also. a change  in  I  he grilphic local ion of it sign need nol necessarily 
denole  a piLch change: for inslance.  see  EXilmple 25.  \I'here Ihe S illlle c:lusler passes  Lhrough 
se\'eral  inslrumenlal parLs. 
F'rom Lhe foregoing disc Llssion iL  follo\\'s  IhaL Ihe nolalional del'ices discussed in  Zielillski's 
arLicle, which record I  hree basic sound shapes, can easily be inLerprcled as combinaLions of se\'eral 
graphical  aspecLs  ruled  by  indi\'idual caL egories  of Lhe basic sysL em.  Sin ce  Zielillski  con:siclers 
only single signs. and nolLheir 1 0caLion or inlerrelaLions in  L he space of Lhe score,  hr leaves aside 
aspecL s of noL aLion ruled by "h  igh vs. low regisl.er·', "middle  VS. exl.reme regisl  er" (verLicallocitl ions 
of sings and rclaLions belween Lhem). a  \\ ell as "minimal vs.  maximal Lime-,'pan" and  "Lel11poral 
1110bi  liLy vs. iml110bi  liLy" (horizonlal in l.errelaLions of signs).  1:-lis  sou  nd shapes FI re ll! us  combinalions 
of opposiLe lerms LhaL have  been chosen  mainly  1'1'0111  I.he caL egori e.- "Lemporal conLinuily vs. 
disconLinuiLy"  and  "spaLial conL inuil.v  \'s. disconLinuiLy". The negaLi\'c Lerl11s of bolh  caL egories 
produce a poinL  in  Lhe graphic represe nLaLion. The posil.ive L erm of Lhe former and  negaLive IeI'm 
of Lhe laLLer calegory brings about a line: and  Lhe posilive lerms of boLh caL egories, a bane i. Nole 
L hal I.here exisls also a fourLh possible combinal ion or opposiLe L erms. This com  binal.ion consisL s 
of the negaLive L el'm  of "L el11poral  conLinuiLy vs.  discontin uiLy" andlhe posiLive  IeI'm  or "spalial 
conlinuiLy \'s. disconlinuiLy".  The graphic equi\'alenLs of L his comiJinalion arc verlical seclions 
LhaL  symbolizc momenlary clusL ers, such as Lhose aL  Ihe beginning of AIt(tk/a.sis 0), and  Lho'e in 
Canon  (33) . 
Furl her difTerenLiaLion of Lhe Lhree basic shapes siems eil.her from I  he inlroducLion of medial.i\'e 
lerms or from Lbe conLribulion oflhc category "spalia] mohi liLy vs. immobilil,v·'. Ziclillski  wril es 
furLher on: 
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Irinally,  sometimes Lhe eliminaLion ofLhe sL afTsignaJs Lhe inclusion ofagiven Luned insLrumenL 
in a class of vi  hraLors whi (;h-accordi ng to  Lhe composer's arbilrary ideal izalion  of sound-source 
acou.'li(;  - shouldlJe unluned. Such cases are lhose of Lhe kellie drum, ofLhe xilorimba Lrealed 
as a  colleclion of wooden idiophones, and Lhe piano and harp when Lhey are  classified as subsLitutes 
for meL al plates (see Chapler 6.2). 
The foregoing discussion makes  clear  lhal  the notation of lexlural effecls in  Penderecl<i's 
.'onorislic, cores is under the strong influence ofLhe  sonorislic  syslem, of subsegmenlal regulations, 
and of arLiculalion.  The only aulonomous noLaLional process  reflecled in  the evolulion of lhe 
graphic signs,  is the progressive  eliminalion of redundancies,  which usually are mere relics  of 
tradilionalm  usical nolalion. Exam pies of a redundancy are the while-headed noles  LhaL  are used, 
by analogy lo lradilionalwhole-notes and  half-noles,  in applicalion  Lo  long-lasting sounds, e\'en 
lhough lhey do nol possess any rhythmic values andlheir duralion is already indicaLed iconically 
by a horizonlalline. Such cases occur in Anaklasis (1-2) and are aLlended also by two versions of 
lhe sym  bol for h  ighesl possi  ble nol  es,  as ei  lher a whi  le (2)  or black triangle (87-96).  In all  lhe 
la  leI' sonorislic pieces lh is double represen  laLion of I  he  same lem  pora! phenomenon is el  i  m  i  nated. 
and  the while-headed notes  remain  only in  parts of instrumenLs whose vibralors belong Lo  the 
class of II ndam  pened sou  nd sou  rces. There,  Lhey i  nd  icate  ,'ou  nds prod  uced by momen  tary ex(;italion 
evenLs, bul interpreted in accordance  wi  Lh  Lhe  acousL ical lacL s, as long lasti  ng, tem  po  rally con  L in  uous 
phenomena. 
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Thus the question of possible formal interconnecLions between Klee's painting and Penderecki's 
sonoristic music seems lobe  worl hy of fu tu re i  nvestigaLion-as is. on I  he other hand, the problem 
of relations between Ihe composer's skelche  of individual sonorisl ic pieces and  lheir summary 
charls given in lhis book.2 
Al any rale. it is beyond doubtlhal the main source of inspiration concerning the forl1lallayoul 
of Penderecki's sonorisLic  pieces  is of a visual character.  This much is attesled lo  by the very 
existence  of sketches.  Bul the significance  of I~ sual  inspiration  can also  be easily inferred from 
lhe composer's  comments (quoled  above).  in  which he slresses  the crucial imporlance of lhe 
graphically shortened record of' an overall conslruction in  I.he early phase of composing a musical 
work.  as  well  as  the necessary  conformity between the graphic  and  musical logic. Bolh  I.hese 
peculiarities  of Penderecki's compositional procedures  originale  from  the visual nature of his 
musical imagination, a nature thaI.  goes hand  in hand with his talenls in  the fine arts: 
I have always had la draw Ihe  piece an  paper, even  if I was using  a graphic nolalion,  jusl  in  order 10  see 
whal  I compose.  As  a  child,  I drew a  101.  I was even  Ihinking  of  allending  Ihe  Academy of  Fine  Arls. 
Therefore,  '10  see'  a  piece  is  so  imporlanl for  me.  To  hear ii,  is  only a  secondory aclivily.  Uanicka-Slysz 
1993  17) 
What appears to exert a deci 'ive inLluence upon Penderecki's forma)  lhinking is. 01  herwise.  not 
exacLly pai n  ti ng, bu t rather arch itecture. As the subject of h  is  academ  ic d  isserlalion, I.he  com  poser 
chose the classical  theory of archi tectu re by Vi  truvi  us. Also d  uri ng his [i rst slay in Ha)y at the I  urn 
of 1959  Penderecki, in  own  words.  "devoled much more I.ime 10 architecture Ihan  to music" 
(Haegenbarth  1987:  10). "Architecture has a strong effect upon Illy imaginal ion",  he aclm il.l ed  in 
one  inte n~ ew  (Penderecki  1987: 9), and  in another he added: 
In  my opinion, architecture and music are very close to each olher. What proves correct on  Ihe paper, in  0 
skelch- for instance, proportions- proves correcl also in  music.  I have storied from the fine oris,  drawn and 
painled.  I am  gifted also in  Ihese things.  Therefore,  when I had not yet hod any musical experience, I drew 
my first  pieces.  First I sketched Ihe construction, and only then  filled  it  in with music.  (Haegenborth  1987: 8) 
Characteristically,  in  the laLLer statement-bringing once  again the description of Penderecki's 
compositional procedures, Irhich rel.urns like a refrain  in  so  many of his other utterances-the 
function  of sketches  is highlighted  a.  being eomparable to  archil.edural  blueprints. Indeed.  the 
[ormal  thinking of Krzyszto (' Penderecki  in  his sonorisLic period- and.  most likely. in  all  his 
musical output-is of an  architectural characl.er. What  matters here are the  relal.ions alllong 
sound  masses and the tensions that spring from  them, while the del.ailed  'ound  "ornament" is 
apparently of secondary importance. 
AI first glance. it might seem that Penderecl<i's main interesl in musical ('orm, as claimed in the 
foregoing discussion, does  not  accord  with  the ralher tradi tional  formal solutions Ihat earlier 
criLics  found  in  his sonorisLic pieces. The composer himself  wrote:  "lL is not hard  to nolice  lhat 
my experiments quite rarely concern  the sl.ructure or form ormusic"  (Wasila 1 966: 60). Bul  Ihis 
sprang From  his conviction  that some formal  procedures  (.  uch as  contrasts.  evolution.  dynamic 
tensions,  climaxes, and  relaxations) are common  1.0 all  musical  I.echniques. Asked by  Zielillski 
about their role in  his sonorislic pieces,  P enderecki  answered: 
They ore fealures which-in my opinion-generally condition any genuine musical form.  Also today Ihere is 
no need 10 give Ihem up in Ihe name of some folsely conceived modernily, if Ihey perfeclly suillhe new sound 
malerial.  II  does  nol  in  Ihe  leasl  mean  any Iransfer of old forms  onlo  Ihe  new malerial;  Ihis  malerial  ilself 
imposes on me exaclly such  0  shaping,  in  a way which  seems  nalurallo me.  (Zielinski  1963: 9) 
' The skelches  in quest  ion wel"e nol i1(Tf'ssihrl' to  the <Lui hOI". Thl'Y ill"C  nUl\, at. I  he disposal or I  Ill' pulilishiu g- housl' Scholl. 
which plalls  10  publish 1111' 111  as  it bibliographiC' edilion. 
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dirl:'l'l.  mutullll'lllllWdioll.  for in  ·tanl·~. thl'  -~lU't' expre' 'ion-. whieh Toma'z:e.wski (lU940:  US) 
round  l'h,lracleri~til' of  ~ollori~m. e\'illt.'Iltly tOIUitutes. in  hi~ nel':  the human respouse: to  thp. 
-sollnLll'llt'rg}'- kither -potentiaC or -kim'tie-) In Pencleredii's pie("f's ofthis perioa (9),  ill turn.. 
the elemt'nlary dtaradt'r or ttw ,'onorislil'  expres~iotl i'.  atTUrdwll to  llil"-same <lUlliOL <l  result of 
the -exploratilltl 0[' tttl' dl:'tnl'tttary run-e: of SOlllllr (9) which an:' to be  pen  .. from thp vir-IvpOint o[ 
the  t'l'coll~ll'llded ~onori~tit' sy,:krn. as originatillg in the elementary l'ategOl'ips set up by binary 
oppositions and  lllL<\li~'iug the sound malll't'!'il mass!'. 
Oftour..:t', tht'l'OIllPlk't'(' <ltl'l'pls thl' pmoUonal l'!:'spon:ses of liste-np.r' to hi· sonoristic  piee(~, In 
otte or llis  tlUULerou ' interviews, hl' says: -1 have nothing- again 't it. when onf" tre-ats  my musk as 
a  'l'Otlrt'S~iOll, In  this  rt'sped  I am  a romautit- (l[uoted  by Erhimlt  t9T:) ~ ,1g).  But  this  vpry 
declaratioll lestities thaI.  fot'  PetlLil'rt,'tki.  the e-xpre--..;ion L'  Ll  'el'ondary  iS8Uf", Just as  he--as all 
arti'l-t'annot b\:'  l'all\:,t!  a senslIali't. neithe-r is  he  an expresslow'L  J:nstpaLL  all the  pvillp.n<.:e 
:uggests thal the ,'ollllristil' style of Krzy:z.lof Pemlerecki was til:  t of all all intellectual adve-nture-, 
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does  not confine itself  to  this surface  level.  In particular, the capabilities  of  synthetic sound 
generators mighJ  have directed the composer to  the  concept, axiomatic for his  sonorism, of sound 
matter en masse,  the instantiation orwhich constitutes white noise. Also, several categories of the 
basic system show  the influence  of musical images which could be easiest realized by electronic 
means. These are the categories of "spalial continuity vs. discontinuity" and "temporal continuity 
vs. d  iscon  li n  ui ty",  whose  posilive  terms in their stricLiy  acoustical sense are accessi ble on  Iy as 
pl'Operties of synthetically generated sounds.  This has  been indicated already by Pierre Boulez, 
who stressed thaL  the audil.ive similarity between a cluster and a  coloured noise is deceptive since, 
in  fact, Lhe verlical conlinuity of the laller is never fully accomplished in the former.  In Boulez's 
opinion, the same may also  be said of glissando as  a change  of  fTequency  that aims to provide 
conlinuity in  the diagonal dimension: 
I have till now [in this contribution] dealt only with complexes of simple intervals;  to be comprehensive, I must 
indicate exactly how these intervals ore integrated. They give us, so to speak, sound-surfoces that either really 
employ the  continuum of possible frequencies,  or rother-by way of on  accumulation of all  intervallic units 
within a given range-produce on (otherwise quite roughl approximation of this continnum. These latter ore: 
the cluster  in  the vertical dimension, and glissandi in  the diagonal dimension. (Boulez  1963: 37; quoted by 
Muller  1974  2171 
In his book Musikdenken heule (Musical Though/Today) , published in 1963, Boulez seizes this 
opportunity to argue against Klangfliichenmusik.  including the sonoristic style of Krzy. ztof 
Penderecki. Yet Boulez's argumentalion is based on a misundersl.anding since, as stated in Chapter 
5,  the approximalion of conti n  uity achieved in ,'uch phenomena as clusters and glissandi, as  well 
as the  apPl'Oximation of horizontal continuity in sustained sounds played on traditional instnUlJents, 
is quite sufficient 1.0 give  the listener the impression or illusion of continuity. 
Certainly,  the similarities belween Penderecki 's sonorism and electronic music deserve further 
investigalion.  Conversely,  what olwiously sets Pendereckj's  sonorism  apart from  contemporary 
music [or tape, is the transposition of concepts that arose in  the electronic studio into the  concert 
halls,  and  the realization  of th ose  concept. ' by means of traditional orchestral resources. , uch 
transposition  fell  in  line with Penderecki's  conviction  that instrumental  music should  not  be 
abandoned, but rather  expanded t.hrough nell'  techniques  of  p l a)~ ng as  well as  by rationally 
employed.  non-musical  tools. Accordingly.  "detachment  from  the tradition and experiences  of 
i  nstru men  tal music" was Penderecki 's miLi n objection to the  work of the  It.al  ian fu  turists (Zieli nski 
1963: 9).  Even so.  in  his remarks on  Luigi Hussolo's  experiments with  "noise  generators" 
(in/o1ta1'tl1no'l'i). it is not hard to detect a dash of hidden sympathy. Indeed, ifPenderecki 's sonorism 
i  to  be compared  \\~ th any  twentieth-century musical  trend, its force  and  radicalism make it 
closest to futuristic b'l'uitisme, or noise music. whose aim was not merely to unleash the elements 
of sound, but-and one too ort.en forgets t  his-to put them into a specif ic  1'u?no'l'a1"lnonio, 'harmony 
of noises'. 
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In this book, the entire discussion ofPenderecki 's sonorism is founded on an analogy to language. 
The sonoristic style was discussed as a specific sort of musical language, and individual sonoristic 
pieces were caUed "texts" in this language, each of them characterized by a particular strategy of 
musical narration.  The underlying compositional system of  these  pieces  was interpreted as  a 
generative  grammar accounting for  the organizalion of musical utterances  in  respect of both 
morphology and syntax. The present reconstruclion of this  generative grammar concerns  exclusively 
what, after Ferd inand de Saussure, can be calledLhe plane of the signifier (signifianl) . Yet every 
language in Lhe proper sense presupposes a correlaLion of signifiers with signifieds (signifie) or, 
in Louis Hjelmslev's terms (1961), beLween expression and conLent. Il  is only by means of such a 
correlation that a linguistic sign arises, and that Lhe language itself becomes what it is- a  semiotic 
system. Thus, to ascertain how far the analogy holds between language and the sonoristic style of 
Krzysztof Penderecki, one needs to put  Lhe latLer into a semiotic perspective  and  consider the 
issue of its possible meaning. 
Of course,  musical meaning is not meanL  here as  any naive  translation  of music into words. 
Music semiotics has long sin ce abandoned the quest for verbal (referential) signification, in which 
music was  reduced  L o the state of a mere derivative  of natural languages. In current semiotic 
study music and language are viewed as  two  equiponderant.  though different, semiotic systems. 
Accord ingly, if  meaning in language is linguistic and hence verbal, music has a "specificaJ Iy musical 
mecliling", as Hanslick puLs i  Lin h  is sign  ificant formula. On this point almost aJl music  semioticians 
agree. Yet Lhere remains one of Lhe most embarrassing and vague problems, that of the substance 
of musical signifieds. The posiLions L aken  here can be roughly divided  according Lo wheLher Lhis 
subsL ance is soughL inside or ouLside  Lhe musical realm or, in oLher words. wheLher iL is identified 
with or distinguished [rom  Lhe subsLance of signiliers. As sL ated by Leonard B. Meyer, difference 
between Lhe L wo subsL ances resulL s in so-called "designaLive  meaning", while Lheir idenLificaLion 
produces an "embodied meaning" . 
III A stimulus  may be meaningful  because  it  indicates or refers  to  something which is  different from  itself in 
kind-os when  a word refers  to  or denotes on  object or  concept which  is  not  itself  a word.  This  type  of 
meaning we sholl  call  'designative meaning'.  12)  A  stimulus  or  process  may acquire meaning  because  it 
indicates or refers  to something which is  like itself in kind-os when the  rumble of distant thunder on a sultry 
day and  the  piling  up of storm  clouds  lantecedent natural  events)  indicate  the  coming  of a  rain  storm  10 
consequent natural event).  This  type of meaning we sholl  call  'embodied meaning'. IMeyer L  B.  1967: 6) 
The exisl.ence of design  aLive meaning in music is mainLained mosLly in Lhe wriL ings of Susanne 
K.  Langer, and, according L o Lhis aUlhor, likens music L o language. However, the facL L haL  Lhe 
substances of linguistic and  musical signifieds lie equally ouLside Iheir re 'pecLive signifiers does 
nol yeL  guaranLee  LhaL  they are idenL ical.  On  Lhe conLrary,  whereas  language  concerns primarily 
I  he exL ernal world of physical experience,  music denoL es  inLernal experiences of emotions on Lhe 
sLrength of iLs "logical similari Ly  L o Lhe forms of human feeling". By doing Lhis,  music brings a 
"logical  form of sentience"  and consLiLuLes a "Lonal analogue of emotive life"  (quoLed by Monelle 
1992: 8). In Langer's opin ion, Lhis difference  in denoL alion, as \rell as  Lhe resu  ILi ng difference in 
"caL egories" operaLed by music and naLural languages.  prohibiL s musical meaning [i'om being 
verbaJ i  zed. 
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lntul'll, most current authors place the  musical denotation inlhe music it 'elf, thereby endorsLng 
the notion of embodied meaning. For instance. in a view presenledmainly by Leonard Ratner and 
Kotl Agawu, the passages of a given piece  refer to genres  0 1'  "topics"  that belong  to  the stylisLic 
i  nven tory of a given III usical culture. The  Russianwri  tel', Boris  Asafi ev,  locates the origi n of III usicill 
meaning in "intonations". which are preserved equally in  folk  'ongs and  popular music. An  even 
more restrictive idea,  according to which mu. ical units such as  mol iI's or phrases  refer to other 
musical units within  the same piece.  lies  at  the basi.'  of the "paradigmatic analysis"  of' Jean-
Jacques Nattiez and Nicolas Ruwet (sec Monelle 1992). In these theories, I  he  identity of substances 
between sign  i  l'iers and  signifieds consti tu tes  the mai  n d  i  f'ference  of music as  com pared wi th 
language.  Undoubtedly,  all  the conlroversy  and  the several different views  concerning musical 
mean  i  ng origi  nate  precisely in its non-verbal character. As Langer poin  ts ou  1"  "i  t seems particu  larly 
hard for our literal minds to grasp the Ldea that anylhi  ng can be known  which can  not be named" 
(quoted  by Monelle 1991:  8). Even  '0. the postulate  that signifieds exist only to the extent that 
they can be verbalized is nowadays commonly refuted. and the semiotic character of music is only 
rarely called into question. 
Obviously,  the intent of the present author L S  not to make any authoritative decision  as regm'ds 
the substance of signifieds in IllU  ic, either generally or in reference to sonoristic pieces by Krzysztof 
Penderecki.  On  that  score. all of the positions described above  are justifiable since,  as  Meyer 
realizes,  "designative"  and  "embodied"  meanings  are in  reality  not  contrad ictory,  but 
complementary. "Music gives  rise  to  both  types  of meaning  . ... Although these  two  types  of 
meaning are logically separable, there  is in practice an intimate interaction between them" (Meyer 
L.  B.  1967:  6-7).  Moreover, since  meaning in  music is elusive, music semiotics  focuses  on the 
mechanisms of musical signification  rather than  on  signification  alone. Y'{hatever the nature of 
signifleds.  the atten  lion goes first of all to the manner in wh  ich they arise and are assigned to  the 
plane of signifiers.  As regards  the lat.ter issue,  there are two  possible options. 
The firsL  option assumes a similarity between musical and  linguistic semiotic systems in  this 
respect. In language. which invariably constitutes  the point of reference  for any semiotic study. 
meaning is assigned  only to  syntactical units of higher levels,  characterized by  some degree of 
complexity and  composed of several elementary units. The smallest meaningful unit is thus a 
morpheme. Its smaller, component phonemes are devoid or any specific meaning. 
Correspondingly, Ihe fwo levels of language and linguislic analysis are 10  be kepi aparl: on Ihe one hand, 
Ihe  semantic  level  involving bOlh  simple ond complex meaningful unils from Ihe morpheme 10 Ihe ullerance 
and discourse, and, on Ihe Olher hand, Ihe feature level concerned wilh Single and complex unils which serve 
merely 10 differenliafe ... and parlifion or bring inlo relief Ihe monifold meaningful unils. Uakobson and Halle 
1956: 4) 
This phenomenon  form ' a fundamental property of language. called the "double articulation". As 
a consequence,  although both signifiers and  signifieds are similarly organized  as  hierarchies  of 
levels-lvith phemes. phemic categories  and  phonemes  on  the plane of the  former and  semes. 
semic categories and sememes on the plane of the latter (see Greimas 1966)-their relationship 
is indirect; that is,  uch a relationship constitutes a correlation  in which they are displaced with 
respect to  each other.  What  is assigned to  the elementary level of conlent is one of I he higher 
level  of expression. consisting of recurrent sequences of elemen  tary un i  t.s-morphemes, wo rcls-
whose distribution  is governed by S yntCL'<' 
In musical styles  whose elementary syntacLical units are  individual sounds-as in  traditional 
W estern  music;  as  well  as  in  most avant-garde works-this opl ion obliges  one  to  admit that a 
single note has no meaning, and  that the smallest semantic vehicles are recurrent sequences of 
notes  that  form  moLives. In Lhe sonoristi . style of KrzyszLor Penrierecki, however, it would imply 
Lhat meaning is all.ached only  Lo  sequences  of segmenLs.  Y eL segments,  whic;h here are Lhe 
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equivalents of phonemes, do  nol join  logether inlo recurrenl sequences  of a higher level lhal 
would  be ruled only by syntax.  On the conlrary, as has  been :hown, the synlax of bolh  the basic 
and  the timbre syslem is applied immedialely to segmenls,  the order o[which is governed by lhe 
rules or presentation  and  of medialion  of binary opposiLions within individual Lrajeclories. This 
properLy or Penderecki 's sonorislic slyle is one of the mo  L  crucial differences  separaLing iL  from 
lhe organizalion  of nalural languages. Since  the works in  queslion conLain  no higber level of Lhe 
expression  plane, Lhe semioLic siLuation of Penderecki's sonorism is comparable to the siLualion 
of a Ii ngu  isLic system wi Lhou  L  words or of an al  phabelwi  Lhou lad  iC Lionary. J  n Lhe framework of lhe 
firsl oplion, the case  of sonorislic music by Krzysztof Penderecki  is lhus exceptional.  Slill, ils 
exceplionalily can  be inlerpreled in  Lwo  ways. 
Firsl, provided Lhe jusl described mechani. m of mu:ical significalion is in  force. one would 
have to  admillhal in  Penderecki's  sonorism no  meaning arises;  in  lhal case,  lhis musical sL yle 
conslilules a unique musical syslem of expression, one consciously unconnecled wiLh  any syslem 
of conlenl.  Illberlo Eco call  such a phenomenon  an  "s-code" or  slruclure,  and  nol a code 
properly speaking,  the laLler being defined as  a reciprocal a' 'ignmenl beLween lwo  slruclures 
(Eco 1979: 36-4.0). 
Secondly,  however, the unique posilion of Penderecki's sonorislic music could be  seen as issuing 
from  the alypical relalionship belween conlenl and expre . 'ion  eSlablished lherein. Normally,  in 
bolh  language  and  music,  lhis relalionship  is indirecl.  Yel  in  Penderecki's  sonorism iL  wou ld 
assume the shape of a direcl correlalion beLween equil'alenllevels of signifiers and signifieds. so 
lhal  the ultimale consliluenl endowed wilh  meaning \\'ould  be a segmenl as the elemenlary 
synlaclical unil. The origin of such an al)1)ical correlalion  can  be seen, inlurtl, in the difference 
belween Lradilional  music, operaling wilh single sounds. and  Penderecki's  way of handling 
segmenls, which.  as  sels 0['  sounds. presuppose  the relalions of lheir individual componenls. 
Following this interprelal ion. one becomes aware of the exceplional nalure of lJlusicalmeaning in 
Penderecki's sonorislic pieces. This is so  because. just as  the "meaning" 0[' a single phoneme is 
noth  ing bu l its posi  lion wi lhi n lbe web of a given phonological syslem, which j:  delermi ned by lhe 
sel of ils componenl dislinclive fealmes. lhal is. the phoneme's "mere olherness"  in  relalion lo 
lhe remaining phonemes  (Jakobson and  Halle 1956:  11),  so also the meaning of any musical 
phoneme (segmenl) would be !lolh ing more I  han Lhe  sel of i  ls  consli  Lu live L erms. which are chosen 
from  individual ealegories of Lhe sOllorisL ie syslem and  which fix  iL s paradigmalic relalions \\~Lh 
respecl  Lo  oLher segmenLs.  ConsequenLly. synlacLic and  semantic caLegori es  would  inLerchange 
here,  phemes being equivalenl  to semes, phemic calegories 1 0 semic caLegories. and phonemes Lo 
sememes. 
WhaL  is more. the organizalion of Lhe e:-;pre. sion plane in  Penderecki's sonorislic sLyle would 
mirror L he organizaLion of conlenl  as described by A. J.  Greimas  (1987:  4·8-62). Deep st1'lIctZ l1'es 
of conLen!..  consisling in  logical relalions of coni radicLion ancl  conl.rariety (modelled by the so-
called "semiol ic square"), would have lheir equimlenLs in conLradicL ion and conLrariely as defined 
in Lhe field of" fuzzy logic" . Lhat is. as lWo L)l)es of binary opposilions  selling up indi\'idual caLegori es 
of the basic syslem.  As regards the limbre sysL em.  equimlenLs of deep semanLic sLrucLures  are 
here classical conlradicl ions and contrarielies  comprised in  I  he L ernary opposilion  of primary 
materials (melal, wood. andleaLher). SUJ'facestJ'lIctll'res as the proper level of Greim asian "narrative 
grammar" are parallel Lo  Lhe level of individual calegories  of Penderecki's sonorism as regards 
iJolh  Lhe basic and  Lhe limbre syslem.  Finally.  str1lctllres  of  manifestation are comparable Lo 
arLiculaLions of individual caLegories. lhal is. 10 Iheir definilions elaboraled on  the moLor  le\'cl. 
This parallelism belll'een Greilllas's strucl  ural scmanLics and I enclerecki's sonorisl ic sl rucl uralism 
ca.n be furLher observed as I'egards the equivalence  belween Ihe paradigmalics and synlagmalics 
of both syslems. As in Greimassian narraLive grammar Ihe relalions composing Lhe paradigmalic 
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